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TOPEX/PO SEIDO N in dispersion characteristics and cross-equatorial structure.

The sensitivity of the 2-mode projection model to the mean equatorial currents is

examined by individually increasing and decreasing the various components of the
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northern equatorial current system.
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THE CROSS-EQUATORIAL STRUCTURE OF TROPICAL
INSTABILITY WAVES IN SEA SURFACE HEIGHT

1 INTRODUCTION

Tue large-scale structure of Tropical Instability W'aves (TIWs) in the Pacific

was first characterized by Legeck;is [1977] from a geostationary satellite measur-

ing Sea surface temperature (SST). Cusps iii the northern equatorial front a few

degrees noi'th of the equator were observed with periods of about 25 days and

wavelengths of about 1000 kin. TIWs are now known to he a domiiant feature

in the Equatorial Pacific, influencing the (Ivilamics and biology of the region. The

predominately zonal currents, important to the El Nino/Southern Oscillation cv-

dc, provide strong shears and density gradients which act as sources of energy for

the TJWs [Phila'nder 1978: Cor, 1980: Hansen a'nd Paul, 1984: Luther and John-

son, 1990; MeC'reary and 1992: Proehl, 1998; Masina et al., 1999b]. Like the

currents in the Pacific that spawn them, TIWs are seasonal, occurrmg I)rinlaiilv

from Juiie to Februar . As TI\Vs grow they become highly nonlinear [Kenna'n and

Fiarnent, 2000] obtaming significant amplitudes. The heat flux associated v.ith

these large perturbations are substantial, acting as an important contributor to

the heat balance of the equatorial cold tongue [Swenson and Hansen, 1999]. TIW-

induced perturbatioiis of the SST front interact with the atmospheric boundary

layer forming bands of wind stress curl and divergence north and south of the

equator [Cheiton et al., 2001] that may in turn force the ocean. The fully (level-

oped TIWs also form regions of comivergence and divergence, introducing nutrients
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into the upper ocean, which in turn produce areas of high biological productivity

tiiat are evident in measurements of cIilorophvll [Foley et al., 1997 Strutton et at.,

2001] and zooplankton [Flarrient et at., 1996] concentrations. These increases in

biological activity increase CO2 uptake that could contribute significantly to the

equatorial Pacific carbon cycle [Strutton et at., 2001].

The origins of TIWs have been investigated by examining linear models of the

mean circulation in the equatorial Pacific. The simplest of these models, a 1 1/2

layer model [Philander, 1978], produced unstable solutions with a wavelength of

1000 km. period of 30 (layS and no appreciable amplitude in the south. These

results were consistent with the observations of Legeckis [1977] .A more comph-

catcd model, a 2 1/2 layer beta plane miodel [McCreary and Yh, 1992] produced

several unstable solutions. Two solutions were aritisvnnnetric about the equator iii

pressure and one solution had a wavelength of 766km arid a period of 22 (layS that

was svnnnetric iii pressure. Most recently, the liiear stability of a 20-layer beta

plane nimodel was investigated by Proehi [1998]. The fastest growing solutions had

wavelengths around 800-900 lumi, periods of about 30-35 days amid were laregest

within a few degrees north of the equator. The mean fields on which these studies

were based included idealized currents derived from either under-sampled in situ

estimates [Philander, 1978: Proc/il, 1998] or from the mean flow in a nonlinear 2

1/2-layer model [Mccreary and Ye,, 1992].

A recent in-depth analysis of TOPEX sea surface height (SSH) data by C1heiton

et at. [2003] has revealed an asymmetric latitudinal structure in the amplitude of

monthly variability in the equatorial pacific. Their observations can be character-

ized latitudinally by a SSH structure with approximately constamit cross-equatorial
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phase and a larger amplitude ii the north. The signal has peak amplitudes in

SS}-i at 5°N and 5°S arid an approximate wavelength of 1600 km with a period

of about 33 days. These characteristics are riot shared by the solutions of the

previous linear stability analysis (see section 2.2.2). In particular, the latitudinal

structure or the dispersion characteristics of the past linear stability analyses are.

not consistent with these new observatiomis from TOPEX. Either the eigenvector

structure is non-existent south of the equator [Legeckis, 1977], tIre wavenumber or

period are too small [Legeckis, 1977: McCreary arid Yu, 1992; Proehi, 1998], or the

rnaxnna in the eigenvectors lie too close to the equator [Proc/il, 1998].

Because in situ measurements of currents in the equatorial Pacific are riot avail-

able with adequate spatial and temporal resolution, a mean current structure for

investigation of the linear stability and latitudinal structure of the SSH signatures

of TIWs was obtained from the Parallel (I)cean Climate Model (P0CM), which gen-

crates TIWs [Serntrie'r arid ('herviri, 1992; Stammer, 1997; MeCleari et al., 1997].

It will be showni in chapter 3 that P0CM qualitatively reJ)ro(liices the SSH features

of TIWs that are observed in TOPEX.

The major goal of this study is to gaul a better understanding of both the origins

arid characteristics of monthly variability of SSH in TOPEX and P0CM. Rather

than investigating a complicated multi-layer model as considered in Proc/il [1998],

tlie mean current structure of P0CM is represented in this analysis by projecting

the state variables onto the set of vertical harochinic eigenfunctions, referred to here

as the projection model (see chapter 4). This produces a set of equations that yield

a representation of the background mean flow that is less subjective than the 1

1/2- or 2 1/2-layer models. Chapter 2 contains a background of observational arid
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modeling studies of TI\Vs. Chapter 3 shows the sinilarities hetweeii TOPEX and

P0CM SSH, examining in detail the vertical and meridional structure of TIWs in

P0CM that vary over the 60-day period investigated. Chapter 4 contains a detailed

derivation of the one-mode projection model which is expanded to the u-mode

projection model in appendix 7.1. The one- and two-mode projection models are

then used to investigate the stability of tue P0CM mean ciirieiits at 1 34°W (luring

a La Nina event in Chapter 5. The two-mode projection model is found to contaiui

instabilities consistent with TIWs in P0CM, while the one-mode l)rojection lflO(lel

(lOeS uiot. Iii chapter 6, reasonable variations of the mean currents in the two-mode

projection model can explaiii the spatial and temporal variability of the meri(lional

structure in P(i)CM. Chapter 7 investigates the different representations of critical

layers in the one and two-mode projection models. It is shown that an increase iii

the maximnuni allowable phase speed from tlie one-mode to the two-mflO(le projection

model explains the ability of time two-mode proj ection mflo(leI to reproduce TI\Vs.



U

2 BACKGROUND

An immense amount of literature exists cOi1c(rlliI1g TIWs. Not only have TI\Vs

been observed from satellite measurements of SST arid SSH, but, they have also

been observed in situ from drifters, moorings, siups arid planes [Qiao and Wcisherg,

1995]. This chapter is an attempt to summarize their characteristics ii the Pacific.

Along with observations, a series of linear arid nonlinear models of TIWs have

attempted to describe the structure arid energetics of TIWs [Qiao and Weishe'ry,

1995]. The first section gives an overview of observations of TIWs. Tue Second

section suimnarizes modeling studies of TI\Vs. The last section (listills poi its

concernmg the structure and source of TIWs inferred from the observational anid

modeling studies.

2.1 Observations

2.1.1 Drifters

Hansen and Pani [1984] (Ieplove(I 20 satellite-tracked ARG (I)S drifters in the

mer of 1979 in a region from 125°W to 105°W and 10°S to 10°N. From these data,

they were able to show that shear between the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC)

arid the northern branch of the South Equatorial Current (SECN) was the major

source of energy for the instabilities. However, there was also energy transfer from

the shear between the North Equatorial Counter Current (NECC) and the SECN,

along with a significant amount of barochinic energy transfer. Tue amplitude and

phase structure of the instabilities resembled the eigenivector structure in Philan-

der [1978] (see section 2.2.2). Estimates of meridional heat flux from the drifters
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showed that eddy heat flux was an nportant contributor to the heat balance iii

the region.

From 1980 to 1994, more than 1900 dnfters were released in the equatorial

Pacific [Batn'ri'n and Niiier, 1997]. By separating tue data into two regions with

dimensions of 20° in longitude by 20° iii latitude centered on 0°N, 1 10°W and 0°N,

140°W arid examining the meridional heat flux, momentum flux and energetics,

Bat'ari'ri and Niiier [1997] examined the life cycle of TIWs. The long time series

allowed for the creation of an nidex of the amnphtu(les of TI\Vs which Showe(l

increased TIW activity during La Nifla years and decreased TIW activity durnig

El Niño years. Combining the drifter data with TOGA-TAo moorings and AVHRR

SST, they found that eddy fluxes associated with TIWs reduce the meridional shear

of the currents and warm the equatorial cold tongue. The maximum eddy fluxes

occur in October arid tue maximum kinetic energy production occurs between the

NECC and the SECN.

2.1.2 Moorings and Tide Gauges

Some of tue earliest observations of monthly variability in the Pacific came from

three near-bottom current meter moorings placed near the equator at 95°W [Har-

vey and Patzert, 1976] an(l were attributed to a first meridional (m= 1), first baro-

climnic (n=1) mode Rosshv wave. A period of 25 days and a wavelength of 1000

km were estimated from a two-month period that began near the end of February

1975.

Subsequently, the Pacific Equatorial Ocean Dynamics (PEQUOD) project placed

six moorings between 148°W and 138°W within a degree of the e(IiiatOr from Jam-



nary 1981 to March 1983 [Erikscn, 1985; Evikse'ri and Richrnari. 1988]. \'elocitv

measurements in the bottom 500 m to 3000 in were consistent with the dispersion

characteristics of first barocimic (n= 1) Rossby-gravity (in=0) and Rosshy (m= 1)

waves. These disturbances were narrow banded iii zonal and vertical wavenumber

for a given frequency. A combination of Rossby-gravity waves and Rossby (111=1)

waves transported energy down and towards the east for periods shorter than 30

(lays while Rosshy (ni=1) waves alone transported energy down towards the west

for periods longer than 45 (lays. For periods between 9 and 90 days, 72% of the

energy flux was attributed to the RoSSb (m= 1) wave, and the remaining energy

flux was ascribed to Rossby-gravity waves. Tue authors IlotC(l that the variability

was consistent with remotely forced waves that originate at the surface.

Seven moormgs that recorded velocity and temperature in the upper 250 in of

the Pacific were dej)loved from May 1979 to (i)ctober 1985 iiear the equator between

95°W to 1 52°W [Halpern et al., 1988]. The velocit had spectral peaks at periods

of 20 (lays near the surface. These peaks were attributed to n= 1 Rossby-gravity

waves that originated from instabilities in the equatorial current system. Beneath

the therniocline, spectral peaks were found with periods of 30 days and longer.

\Vhen a 2-year record from the mooring at 140°W was conipared with a similar

mooring on the equator in the Atlantic at 28°W, 20-day variability in the Pacific

was found to be much more energetic [Halpern arid Weisberg, 1989].

As a part of the Equatorial Pacific Ocean Climate Studies program (EPOCS),

five inverted echo sounders were deployed from the equator to 9°N along 1 10°W for

a 14-month period beginning in August 1980 [Miller et al., 1985]. During the first

nine months, there was a dominant spectral peak iii dynamic height variability



with a period of 34 days. Monthly variability had a maxiniuin amplitude at 5°N

which appeared to be correlated with features in SST with 1000-km wavelengths

but was lot (lependent on the presence of the Equatorial Front (EF). The northern

structure of nionthi dynamic height was consistent with eigenivectors with monthly

periods that Miller et al. [1985] computed from the imearized model developed by

Philander [1978] (see section 2.2.2).

Bryden and Brady [1989] computed eddy monientuni and heat flux from six

moorings that were centered on the equator at two (liffIent locations. Three of

the moorings were deployed from April 1979 to .June 1980 at 1 53°W as part of

time North Pacific Experiment (NORPAX). The other three nioormgs were part

of an EPOCS array centered on 11 0°W winch recorded data from January 1979

to October 1981. The 20-day variability, also noted ui Haipe'r'ii et al. [1988], was

found to transport heat poleward at all depths, while niomentum was transported

J)oleward above time core of the EUC and equatorward below the core of the EUC.

The vertical integral of this eddy flux was equivalent to iieatiiig the eqiiatonal cold

tongue at a rate of 245 H7jri2.

Using tide gauges from the Pacific Sea Level Network established by Wyrtki

[1979], two 730-day tunic series were constructed for 1979-1980 and 1982-1983.

Examining the spectra from five latitudinal bands, a peak iii variability in the 25-

to 50-day band was noted north of the equator with a weaker signal south of the

equator [Mitchurn and Lnkas, 1987]. This was interpreted as TIWs originating as

shear instabilities.

Five moorings centered on 140°W near the equator as part of the Tropical In-

stability \\iave Experiment (TIWE) were deployed from May 12, 1990 to June 18,
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1991. These inoormgs, winch measured currents in the upper 250 iii, Showed TIW

wave energy that was prnnarilv confined above the core of the EUC. The data

indicated that the 1990-1991 TTW season starts in August and ends in December.

This TIW season was found to he consistent with seasonal variition ifl acc1era-

tions of the SEC [Qiao arid Weisbery, 1995]. Examination of Perturbation energy

equations led to the coiiclusion that the observed TIWs originated from the shear

between the EUC and the SEC [Qiao and Weisbery. 1998].

The Tropical Atmosphere (i)cean (TAO, recently known as TAo/TRITON) ar-

ray presently consists of 70 moorings Spanning the equatorial Pacific from 95°W

to 137°E and from 12°N to 8°S. All of these moorings measure winds, SST, rela-

tive hunnidity, air temperature, and subsurface temperatures to a depth of 500 m.

Additionally, five of time moorings along the equator measure subsurface velocity.

Implementation of the TAo array began in earl 1984 but was riot fully connplete(l

until Dec 1994. In 1988-1989, monthlv variability was observed at six moorings

between 2°S to 9°N along 140°W. The moorings at 0°,140°W am1 7°N,140°\V also

measured monthly variability iii velocity. MePhaden [1996] characterized the vari-

ability as being iii geostrophic balance with sea level, Iiavnig perio(ls between 15-50

days, estimated wavelengths between 750-1150 km and originating most likely from

instabilities iii the shear between the SEC amid the NECC. Time mnaximunni temper-

ature variance occurred iii the thermocline between 5°N and 7°N while mnaxima in

the SST variance occurred between 2°N arid 5°N [McPhaden, 1996]. Current me-

ters on the mooring at 00,1 70°W also showed evidence of TIWs in 1988 [Weisberg

arid Hayes, 1995].
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2.1.3 Ships Aircraft

Iii preparation for N(I)RPAX. Airborne Expendable Bathytliermograplis (AXBTs)

were (lropped from a P-3 aircraft that was flown weekly between 20°N to 1 7°S along

150°W aild 158°W for 3 months starting in November 1977 {Barnett and Patzert,

1980] Highly coherent structures ill temperature with time scales of 2-3 months

and spatial scales of 2000 km were found in AXBT data within 100 of the equator.

Subsequently, NORPAX moorings were placed at 0°,152°W; 0°40'N 53°W and

0°40'S, 1 53°W all(l iiionithlv shipboard A1DCP and CTD measurements were ma(le

from February 1979 to .Jime 1980 along a section frcnn Hawaii to Tahiti during the

NORPAX Hawaii-Tahiti Shuttle experiment [Wy'rt/ci et al., 1981].

Initial analysis of NORPAX data within 75km of the equator found energetic

variability in the 19-31 day band that was attributed to barotropic instabilities that

origiiatcd from the shear between tile SECN and the EUC [Lnk;as. 1987]. A more

extensive analysis of the NORPAX ADCP and CTD sections fronii 10°N to 4°S

showed three distmct regions of instability [L'itthe'r and Johnson, 1990]. The first

region occurred between the EUC and the SECN where mean kinetic energy WI5

converted to eddy kinetic energy. The second region was at the EF where the nniean

potenitial energy was converted to eddy potential energy. The last region existed at

the thermocime near the NECC where nnean kinetic energy was converted to eddy

potential energy. It was also found that when neglecting vertical stresses the zonal

momentum equation was balanced at 90m, with geostrophy donnnatmg north of

5°N {Johnson and Lnther, 1994].

Four cruises were conducted durinig April, June, October and November of 1984

extending as far west 1 70°W and to 85°W in the east. From 140°W to 85°W the
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cruise tracks are along the equator. only occasionally venturing a few (legrees north

and south of the equator. West of 140°\V, the cruise tracks extended as far north

as Hawaii arid as far south as Tahiti [Wilson arid Leetrnaa, 1988]. Although tins

sampling pattern was mict ideal for characterizing tile scales of TIWs, a (lomninant

band of variability with a wavelength of approximately 1000km and a period of

about 30 days was identified. Barotropic instability originating from the northern

edge of the EUC was found to be an order of magnitude larger than baroclinic

energy conversion in the region. It was hypothesized that time onset of TIVvs is due

to an icrease iii the transport of the EUC [ Wiison and Lcetrnaa, 1988].

A large-scale surve was conducted in November of 1990 that involved ship

CTD surveys with a towed platform (SeaSoar). ship-mounted ADCP sections,

AR,G(I)S-tracked drifters, TAo moorings, and infrared satellite images of SST [Fia-

rnent et al., 1996: Keririan and Fiarnent, 2000]. Time rich array of data allowed for

a three (hmnensional picture of what the authors describe as a vortex with a 500 km

diameter. Time surve was constrained between 1°S and 7°N all(I shioWe(I a highly

nonlinear vortex travelmg between the shear of the NECC and SECN at .3

This vortex affected the meridional transport of heat, salt amid momentum. Up-

welling on the leading edge of the vortex, due to conservation of potential vorticity

caused the introduction of nutrients to the region arid was associated with an Or(ler

of magnitude increase in zooplankton concentrations [Fiarnent et al., 1996]. Lati-

tudinal variation in phase speed suggested a different mechanism acting between

the EUC and SECN than between the NECC and the SECN.
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2.1.4 Satellites

2.1.4.1 Sea Surface Temperature

TIW signals in Sea Surface Temperature (SST) have been observed from passive

ineasurenients of infrared and microwave radiation. The (lefinirig (lescriptioli of

the northern iieimsphere signature of TIWs iii the equatorial Pacific was made

by Legeckis from infrared measurements from a geostationary satellite [Legeckis,

1977; Legeckis et ai., 1983]. From cloud-free days spanning tire period from 1975 to

1981, crests in the EF, winch lies 10 30 north of tire equator, were characterized

as haviig a period of about 25 days arid a wavelength of approximately 1000 kin.

The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR.) on the J)olar or-

biting NOAA-6 and N(i)AA-7a satellites captured the zoiral structure of TIWs on

cloud-free (lays. From .June to .Julv 1981, TIVs in SST were observed to extend

from 93°W to 125°'W with an approx nate period of 25 ias arid a wavelellgth

of about 1000 km [Pmzllen et al., 1987]. From August 1983 to February 1984, the

waves were observed to extend from 90°\V to 1 60°W with periods ranging from 14

to 43 days and wavelengths of 600-1400 kin [Legeckis, 1986]. The locations of the

cusps in SST during 1981 are coincident with the shear l)etween the NEC C and

the SECN [Pnllem et (1,1., 1987].

The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TR.MM) Microwave Imnager (TMI)

has been measuring SST in all-weather conditions since December 1997. Records

froin 1998 to 1999 show cusped patterns in the SST fronts both north and south

of tire equator exteirding from near tire eastern boundary to 160°E [Cheltorr et al.,

2000]. These northern and southern hemisphere signatures of TIWs propagate
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westward with a phase speed of .5 , both north and south of the equator. The

displacements were 50% larger iii the north thaii 111 tue south and suggested an

antisvnirnetric structure in SST.

An opti num interpolated data product, referred to as Reynolds SST, combines

Shi1), buoy and satellite SST to provide a global estimates of SST from 1982-1993

[I?ey'rioids arid Smith, 1994]. Although sharp features of TIWs are smoothed out,

the long Reynolds SST record allows examination of their interannual Varial)ilit.

Typically, TIWs have been observed to travel westward with a phase velocity of

0.5 between 160°\V and 1 00°\V from .Julv to the end of tIne year [Co'ritreras,

2001]. However, tile waves have occasionally persisted for multiple years with a

variable westward extent.

2.1.4.2 \\iiid Stress

Estimates of surface wimid divergence from the Earth Remote Sensing (ERS- 1)

scatterometer were shown by Xie et (Ii. [1998] to he significantly correlated with

TIW induced SST signatures from AVHR.R data set prepared at tiie .Jet Propulsion

Lab (luring the 27 week period beginning oii .June 19 1993. Xie et al. [1998] used all

atmospheric general circulation model to show that the TIW-perturbations seen

ill the surface wind divergence can penetrate well above the atmospheric boUfl(Iary

layer.

Wind stress estimates from QuikSCAT (hlirillg the strong La INifla of 1999 were

observed to propagate westward with the SST signal from TMI at 0.6 , both north

and south of the equator [Cheltort et al., 2001]. During August and September of

1998 phase speeds south of the equator abruptly slowed to 0.25 . Signals in
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coluniii-integrated water Vapor, cloud liquid water and precipitation from TMI are

also observed to travel westward with SST [Hu.shiznrne et al., 2001]. The curl of

the wind stress was foumi to be ii proportion to the crosswind component of SST

gradient. while the divergence of the wind stress is proportional to tile (iOWnwifld

component of the SST gradient [Cheito'n et al., 2001]. These correlations, along

with phase lags seen between SST and vector winds [Liv. et al., 2000], support the

negative feedback system between SST anid wind proj)oSe(l by Hayes et al. [1989].

The effect of SST on wind stress causes a narrow zonal band of winid stress curl to

form north of the equator [C7ielton et al., 2001] that is thought to be important to

the development of the SECN [Kessler, 2001].

2.1.4.3 Sea Surface Height

TI\Vs have been observed in sea surface height. (SSH) measured by three (lifferent

satellite alti neters; Seasat, Geosat and TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P). The first of these

missions, Seasat, had a 3-day exact repeat orbit that lasted from September 15 to

October 10, 1978. The 500 km spacing of ascending and descending ground tracks

at 5°N could just detect 1000-2000 kin wavelength TIWs [Malardd et al., 1987;

M'as'inan, 1989]. SSFI anomalies 600 kin in diameter with 15-20 cm amplitude

were seen t.ravelmg westward at 0.46 along 5°N. A less coherent TI\V signal was

also evident along S'S which (hsplaved a significant degree of symmetry with tue

signal in the north {Malardé et al., 1987].

The Geosat altimeter niission lasted from November 15, 1986 to January15,

1989. The ground tracks from Geosat were 160 kin apart at 5° and were much

better suited to detect the spatial structure of TIWs. However, the 17-day exact

repeat period of Geosat was barely adequate to sample the 20-40 day perio(I of
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the TIWs. Mapping Geosat (lata onto a 10 by 10-day grid, Périgand [1990] found

1000-2200 km waves traveling westward at 0.4 . A.maxmuun amplitude of 8

cm occurred around 5° N. Low correlations over the 26 month record between a

SSH signal filtered to retain TIWs at 5°S and 5°N along 150°E to 90°W. led to

the conclusion that the anomalies were not equatorial trapped waves. During the

2-year record, TIWs were strongest from December to January and weakest from

April to May.

Several studies have shown that T/P is suited for the investigation of TIWs.

Me'nkcs et al. [1996] validated T/P mneasurenients iii the equatorial pacific for

periods longer thami 35 days by cofl1)ariIig T/P with (lynanhic heights comni)ute(l

from TAO buoys [Menkes et al., 1996]. Siniilarlv, Carton et (21. [1996], while looking

at the importance of different data products in a data assi niilation of time equatorial

Pacific, niote(l that T/P was well suited to observing TIWs.

A recent analysis of 9 years of T/P data record starting in 1993 described

the latitudinal arid temporal characteristics of TIWs [Chelto'n et al., 2003]. The

spatial and temporal resolution J)roblemns of Seasat afl(l Geosat altimeter IfliS5iOIl5

are greatly reduced by the 9.9 day exact-repeat orbit an(l the 2.8° longitudinal

spacing of asceirdinig and descending ground tracks of the T/P sarmipling pattern.

Zonallv handed Imiaximna in monthly variability were identified 5° north aIi(l south

of the equator. The amplitudes north of time equator were 2-3 times larger than

those in the south. Northern and southern structures were predominant iii phase,

but could vary as much as 90° or more. Lawrence and Angeil [2000] hypothesized

that a Rossbv wave is present when TfWs are in phase north and south of the

equator. C1helton et al. [2003] estimated the phase speed of the sigmial to he 0.55
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westward with a waveleiigth between 1600 and 1 700 kni and a period around

34 days. The energy of the signal appeared to propagate to the west with a group

velocity of 0.15 ¶. The variability was most energetic iii the boreal fall/winter and

weakest ui spring.

2.2 Models

2.2.1 Nonlinear Models of TIWs

Efforts to uriderstaiid the time evolution, spatial structure and energetics of fully

developed TI\\s have led to the development of non-linear models of the equa-

torial Pacific. Investigatmg the circulation of the equatorial Pacific, Semntner arid

Holland [1980] found waves with 33 aml 44 day periods in a 14-level channel model

with coiistant wind forcing. The 33-day signal propagated westward with a wave-

length of 800 km and had a meridional and vertical structure that was similar to a

n=1 vertical mode, m=1 meridional mode equatorially trapped Rossbv wave, i.e.

smmetrical in SSH. Unlike the 33-day signal, the 44-day WaV was antusynimetruc

in SSH, resembling an ini=2 meri(liomial mode equatorually trapped R.ossby wave.

These waves were reportedly nnaintaine(I by barocimic instabilities on both sides

of the equator.

TIWs with 1000 kin wavelengths and 30-day periods were found iiortii of the

equator in the eastern and central Pacific by Cox [1980] iii a 14-level model with

bottom topography and coastlines that was driven by a seasonal cycle of the

monthly wind stress. A flat bottom version of the model with 110 coastlines and

a specified mean flow was used to explore the origins of the TIWs. It was found
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that the niam source of TI\Vs was harotropic iiistahilities from tlie shear between

the SECN arid the NEC C, although barocimic conversions were also present. Cox

[1980] showed that vertical mode 1 Rossby-gravity waves and m= 1 meridional

mode Rossb waves can transport the TIW energy eastward and into the deep

ocean. Tue (lolIliflailt waves in the model were m=1 Rssbv waves winch tranis-

ported energy mostlY downward into the (leeJ) ocean. Sensitivity of both growth

rate and period was observed when the strellgth of tire SEC was altere(I [Seigel,

1985]. Increases iii the SEC led to shorter periods and faster growth rates.

Tue seasonal cycle of the tropical Pacific and Atlantic was explore(I by Phi-

lander et ai. [1986] from a 27-level general circulation model. The majority of the

TIW signal occurred during boreal fall/winter between 3°S-5°N. Characterized by

a period of 30-days arid wavelength of 1000 km, tue TIWs varied soriiewhat in

time arid longitude. The upwelling in the troughs amid dowriwelling in tire crests

of the TI\Vs was significant, reaching the same magnitu(le as the mean vertical

velocity. Tire presence of monthly variability in the (leep ocean was attributed to

Rossby-gravity waves that were spa\vned by surface trapped instabilities.

Nonlinear 2 1/2 layer models have been used to examine the stability of the

equatorial Pacific [Schopf and Cane, 1983: McCreary and Va, 1992;Dorioh?Ie and

T'Vi'rnbnsh, 1998]. The simple physics in a 2 1/2-layer model allows for more

straightforward analyses of TIW structure and (Inamics. Schopf and Cane [1983]

applied a uniform wind stress and found symmetric instabilities in iressure cen-

tered between 5°-4° north and south of the equator with wavelengths of 800 km.

McGrea'ry and Vu [1992] added a longitudinally variable wind stress and an

upper layer that could entrain and detraiii water. The model developed three
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types of instabilities, two antisvinmetric and one symmetric ill pressure. One of

tue antisvinmetric disturbailces Was surface trapped with a period of 21 (lays. while

the other instability was iii the lower layer arid had a period between 35-53 (layS.

Tue svuillietric (liStuirhance had a period of 28-days and resembled air r= 1, m= 1

R.ossb wave. The ability of the upper layer to alter its densit eiiabled what the

authors referred to as frontal instability, which was found to be important to the

existence of TIWs. Sources of the instabilities also iIiclulde(l barotropic and Kelvin

Helmholtz iIistaI)ilitieS, while traditional barocliiiic instabilities aCte(l aS ifl energy

sink.

Zheng et at. [1994] (levised an analytical model to investigate the effects of

the SEC and the NECC on the dispersion characteristics of first meridional mode

Rossbv 'Waves. Tue current system was nflo(leled by a hyperbolic function that

was symmetric about the equator. Their analytical niodel was able to reproduce

eastward ani(l stationary phase propagation obseI've(l in 25-day variability of SST

in the equatorial Pacific from arm Advanced Very High Resolution Radionieter.

Although the upper layer could not entrain water, the model described by

Do'riohne arid Wi'mbush [1998] was forced by a more realistic lollgitudinally aiid

latitu(linallv variable mean monthly wind stress climatology. Two instabilities were

found: one asymmetric in pressure with a maximum at 6°N ami a slight peak near

5°S, a period of 30 days, arid a wavelength of 1100 km; the other instability had

SSH maxima near 1.5°N arid 1.5°S, a period of 15 days and a wavelength of 1100

km. Two sources of these instabilities were identified: one on the equatorward side

of time SECN, which was primaril harotropic, and another weaker source on the

poleward flank of the SECN that was both baroclinic and barotropic.
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It has been suggested that the wi ids are i nportant iii determining the temporal

phase of TIWs [Alien et al., 1995: Lawrence et ui., 1998; Vialard et al., 2001].

The temporal phase of TIWs iii a multi-level pr nitive equation model forced

by ECMWF wiids were found to be correlated with observations of TIWs in

SST from TAO and Alollg Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) satellite infrared

measurements of SST. Altering the winds by removing the intraseasonal ccle

reduce(I the correlati011 l)etween the model and the observatioiis [Alien et al., 1995:

Lawrence et al., 1998]. TheY suggest that this is an indication that TIWs are l)hiase

locked with the winds. Vialard et al. [2001] went on to show that tins phase lockimig

was also dependemit on the magnitude and type of win(l product used, but was not

semisitive to the initial coiiditions applied to the model. This further implicates the

importance of winds in deterimning the characteristics of TI\Vs.

Assimilation of TAO, T/P altimeter and XBT data iIit() a 20-level Modular

Ocean Model 2 (M(I)M2) forced by weekly averaged NCEP wiiids produce(1 TIWs

with realistic temporal variability and phase [Carton et al., 1996; Seidel and Giese,

1999] .At 110°W, the TIWs were identified as both a 19-day surface-trapped signal

amid a 29-day signal that peaked at (leptil with increasing amplitude towards the

west [Seidel and Giese, 1999].

A detailed look at the structure and energetics of TIWs in a general circulation

model is given in Masina et al. [1999a, b]. Forcing MOM with wimi(lS representing

strong La Nina conditions, TIWs were found to develop in the eastern amid central

Pacific. In the eastern Pacific, there were two regions of instability: a baroclinic

iristabilit between 2°N and 6°N along the north equatorial front, which is time

primary triggering mechanism for the TIWs, and a barotropic instability in the
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sheir between the ELTC and the SECN, which is triggered when energy from the

harocliiiic i1lstabilitv radiates equatorward. In the central Pacific the sources of

energy were much the saIne: a barocimic iristabilit iii the south equatorial fron1

and a barotropic instability in the shears between the EUC and both branches of

the SEC. Wavelet analysis of tile variability showed that TIWs had a complicate(l

structure in period and
wavelength1 which varies in time, latitude, loiigitude and

depth. The TIW variability at 140°W, 2°N in the model had a period of 21

days and a wavelength of 800 km at the surface, while below the thermnocline, the

period was 42 (las and the wavelength was 1200 kin. In the eastern Pacific, the

two instabilities north aiid south of tile equator were phase locked, producing a

signal that proJ)agated westward at approximately 0.5 In the central Pacific

the westward phase speed south of time equator slowed to 0.1 , -i characteristic

not previously attributed to TIWs. There is also evidence of westward traveling

mn= 1. 11=1 R.ossby waves and n= 1 Rossby-gravity waves in the model below the

thiermnocline.

TI\Vs have also been found in the Parallel (I)cean Climate Model (P(I) C'vI), a

20-level global ocean circulation model driven by ECMWF winds arid coiitairming

realistic bathvmnetrv and coastimes [Serrtt'nc'r and Ghervin, 1992; Stammer, 1997:

MeClean et al.1 1997]. The TIWs produced iii the P0CM model are similar to

those that have been observed. TIW patterns of divergence aiid relative vorticity

in P0CM are reniarkablv similar to in situ observations [Kenna'n and Flarnent,

2000]. The mean phase speeds of TI\Vs from T/P data, computed over a five year

record, also agreed with P0CM [ Weidmnan et al., 1999]. Additionally Weidman

et al. [1999] found to first order that phase difference in P0CM TIW SSH and
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SST corresponded to the geostrophicallv balanced cat's eye stream-line pattern

suggested from J'Vhi.s'ina'fl [1989], i.e. the phase (lifferelice hetweeii SSH and SS'T

varied coritmuously from 00 to 1800 as latitude increased to the north with SSH

leadiig SST.

2.2.2 Linear Models of TIWs

Linear models of mean ocean conditions give insight into the origins of TIWs

that cannot he easily deduced from the fully non-linear solutiolls. The general

characteristics of the observations of TIWs in SS'T north of the equator with a

period of 23 days awl a wavelength of 1000 km [Legeck;is, 1977: Legeckis et al.,

1983] were reproduced by Philander [1978] in a 1 1/2 layer mo(iel ii iearized about

an idealized version of the equatorial current s stem consisting of a broad SEC,

which was riot split by the EUC, arid a NECC centered on 5°N. The eigenvectors

corresponding to the fastest growing rriodes were restricted in amplitude to the

region north of the equator, awl had a wavelength of 1000 kin and a period of

30 days. These solutions were barotropicallv unstable, obtaimng energy from tine

meridional shear between the SECN arid NEC C.

The effects of weakly latitudinally varying background mean currents on eqila-

tonal trapped Rossly waves have been examined by 6hang and Philander [1989].

By implementing the WKB approximation in a 1 .5-layer model anl(i examining

the resulting ra paths, the found that eastward flow enhances meridional group

velocity, while westward flow retards it. Therefore, the EUC and the NECC have

the effect of decreasing tine phase speeds of equatorial traj)J)ed waves, while the

SECN and SECS increase the phase speeds of the same waves.
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Proc/il [1990] revisited the topic looking at the effects of strong shear between

the eastward EUC and westward SEC on the structure aiid propagation of low

meridional niode Rossbv waves. The EUC and SEC were represented by equato-

riallv symmetric Gaussian velocity profiles. He found that eastward flows had a

tendency to expand the meridional structure of tue pressure field and icrease the

rate of vertical energy propagation. The existence of critical layers in westward

flows did riot prevent the establishment of vertical modes. When the Comfll)ilied

system of the SEC arid the EUC was exammed, Proc/il [1990] found that, near

the equator, the system was opaque'to vertical modes higher than mode one,

suggesting a (lominanice of the first haroclinic mode in equatorial regions.

Investigating tine origins of TI\Vs in their 2 1/2 layer non-linear model, Me-

C'rea'r'ij and Y'i.i [1992] also looked at a version of their model that was linearized

about the mean current structure from the full model. The linearized model was

able to reproduce the tWo antis rinmnetric modes in prssure but was unable to rep-

resent the symmetric mode accurately, producing symmetric solutions with periods

of 22 days and 766 km wavelengths.

A more detaile(l look at the energetics in the 2 1/2 layer linearized model was

given by Ya et al. [1995] iii an attempt to understand why TIWs are largest north

of the equator. By altering an idealized mean current structure, they showed that

the two antisyrnrnetric modes are affected by cross-equatorial as mninetries in the

SEC arid the equatorial SST fronts, while the existence of the NECC had little or

no effect on the symmetry of the solutions. Reductions in the southern branch of

the SEC (SECS) arid tire south equatorial front led to unstable solutions with the

largest amplitude north of the equator. These solutions had smaller growth rates
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and si nilar dispersion characteristics as those frorri a syninietric background state.

The energy sources for the TIWs were both frontal and barotropic instabilities.

Expanding the vertical resolution of previous linear stability analysis, Proehi

[1998] looked at the effect of asvnunetries in tile background flow on the stability

of a 20-layer equatorial beta plane model. Although the shears on both sides of

the SECN were found to be potentially unstable, the barotropic instabilities on

the southern side of the SECN were the primary energy source for the TI\Vs. A

physical (lescription was presented ill terms of what Proehi [1998] refers to as wave

over reflection, which was able to explain the origins of the TIWs by the location of

critical la ers and surfaces of zero potential vorticity gradients. The most. unstable

solution from Proehi [1998] had maximum amplitudes within a few degrees of the

equator, l)erio(ls between 30-35 (laYs and wavelengths aroimd 800-900 km.

2.3 Summary

Finite aniJ)litude TIVvs have comphcate(1 origms. It is clear froin II1o(lelillg anl(l ob-

servations that harotropic, baroclinic aud frontal instabilities are possible sources

of energy. However, there is iiot a consensus concerning whichi sources dominate:

barotropic instabilities from the shear between the SECN arni the EUC [Hansen

and Paul, 1984; Lukas, 1987: Luther and Johnson, 1990; Qiao and Weisberg, 1995:

Donohue and T4Tirnbush, 1998; Proehl, 1998]. barotropic instability in the shear be-

tween the SECN and the NECC [Philander. 1978: Cox, 1980; McPhaden, 1996;

Baturin and Niiier, 1997], haroclinic instabilities [Sernt'ner and Holland, 1980;

Masina et aL, 1999b] or frontal iiistahilitv in the north equatorial front [McC!reary

and Yu, 1992]. The NECC has been found to have little effect on TI\Vs in some
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models [Yu et ai., 1995: Mas'ina et ai., 1999b]. while i istabilities from the shear he-

tweeri the NECC and the SECN are an important feature iii observations [Hansen

and Paul, 1984; Luther arid Johnson, 1990: MePhaden, 1996: Baturin and Niiler,

1997]. Regardless of which form of energy traiisfer is domi iant, tue story is further

complicated by modeling amid observatiollal evidence of the existence of more than

one type of source [Coi:, 1980; Luther and Johnson, 1990; Mas'ina et ai., 1999h].

There also appears to be at least two sets of TIW characteristics [Kennan and

Flarnent, 2000]. One instahilit is surface trapped iiear tue EUC awl the SECN,

with wavelengths around 700-1100 km amid periods between 15-25 (layS [Legeckis,

1977, 1986; Halpern et al., 1988: Pulieri. et al., 1987; Miller et al., 1985: Mccreary

arid Ya, 1992: MePhaden, 1996; JVlasina et al., 1999a; Coritreras, 2001]. These

instabilities have equatoriallv anitisymmetric structure in pressure aIl(I are maui-

fested as meanders mi the north and south equatorial SST fronts [Mccreary and

Yu, 1992; F roehi, 1998; Masina et al., 1999a; Seidel arid Giese, 1999; Cheiton et al.,

2000]. The other instability near the base of the thernnocline between the SECN

and the NECC has a longer wavelength (1000-1600 km) aild a longer period (28-

40 days) [Miller et al., 1985; McGreary a'nd Yn, 1992; MePhaden, 1996; Donohue

and Wirribush, 1998; Kenrian and Flarnent, 2000; Masina et at., 1999a; Seidel and

Giese, 1999; Ghelton et al., 2003]. The structure is asymmetric in pressure and

resembles signals seen iii SSH [Miller et al., 1985; Malardé et al., 1987; Périgaud,

1990; McCreary arid Yn, 1992; Donohue and Wirnbush, 1998; Clielton et al., 2003].

Both of these instabilities are thought to spawn n= 1, rn=0 antisyrnmetric [Cox,

1980; Miller et al., 1985; Haipern et al., 1988; Eriksen, 1985; Eriksen arid Rich-

man, 1988; Philander et al., 1986; Masina et al., 1999a], n=1, m=1 symmetric
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[Cox, 1980; Miller et al., 1985: Haipern et al., 1988: Erikse'n, 1985: Eriksen and

Richrrian, 1988; MeGreary and Ye, 1992: Mas't'na et al.. 1999a] aiid ri=1, rn=2

antisvrnmetric [Serritner and Holland, 1980] equatorially trapped Rossby waves.

Tue cross-equatorial structures of tue amplitude and phase of TIVvs have not

been widely discussed. Disturbances south of the equator have been observed

with sinilar characteristics to northern jirstabilities [Barnett and Patzert, 1980;

Malarde et al., 1987] but have only been mentioned in passing. Linear modeling

surveys of TI\Vs has concentrated on why the signals were larger in the north,

rather than (lescribing characteristics of southern variability [Philander, 1978; Ye

et al., 1995; Proc/il, 1998]. With regard to TIWs observed iii SSH, there is now a

detailed description of the cross-equatorial structure from 9 years of T/P altimeter

(lata . Aniphitiides are 3 times larger in the north thain the south with 5)atiai1y arid

temporally varying phase difference north and south of the e(11lator. Linear mod-

eling studies have not successfully reproduced these features. The linear stabilit

analysis in this study of mean current structure from P0CM reproduces the cross

equatorial structure in amplitude amid phase of TI\Vs observed in T/P altimeter

data and P0CM SSH model output.
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3 P0CM: MONTHLY VARIABILITY IN THE TROPICAL PACIFIC

TIV\s are among the most energetic features iii TOPEX altimeter observa-

tions of SSH. The vertical structure of tue TIW-induced perturbations, as well

as the slowly-varymg background mean conditions, are only sparsely observed (as

discussed in chapter 2). To circumvent the issue of (lata availability, TIWs are

investigated here from the Parallel Ocean Climate Model (P0CM). To the extent

that P0CM is capable of reproducing TIWs, the (Iyrlamics of TIWs inferred from

the model provide insight into time dynamics of TIWs in the real ocean.

Iii this chapter, the characteristics of the SSH signatures of TIWs in P(I)CM

are first compared to TOPEX observations. Wlnle there are (liffereilces between

modeled and observed TIWs, the salient features are sufficiently similar to justify

a detailed analysis of the P0CM model output.

3.1 Comparisons Between P0CM and TOPEX

Time existence of monthly variability in P(i)CM has previously been rioted in sev-

eral studies [Semtrier arid Ghcrviri, 1992; Sta'rn'mer, 1997: McCiea'ri et aL, 1997;

Kenriari (Irid Fiarne'nt, 2000: Weidrnwri et iii., 1999]. In particular, Ke'nnan arid

Flarrie'rit [2000] compared the vertical structure of a 11W from P0CM with in

situ observations of what they referred to as an individual vortex in the westward

propagating TIW wave train aiid found that the distributions of the modeled and

observed divergence and relative vorticitv fields were in agreement. This suggests

that the dynamics of monthly variability can be investigated from time P0CM sim-

ulation. In this section, additional evidence is provided justifying the use of P0CM

to investigate TIWs in the tropical Pacific.
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Figure 3.1: The standard deviation of SSH from TOPEX filtered to retain periods
between 25 and 60 days. The standard deviation was computed over a 5-year
record beginning in November 1992 and ending October 1997.

In a recent study, Chelton et al. [2003] investigated monthly variability of SSH

in the tropical Pacific from 10 years of TOPEX altimeter data. Using complex em-

pirical orthogonal functions (CEOFs), they depicted the variability as a westward

propagating, latitudinally asymmetric wave with larger amplitudes north of the

equator. This asymmetry can be seen in the standard deviation of SSH measure-

ments from TOPEX (Fig. 3.1) that have been filtered to retain periods between

25 and 60 days. Two bands of high SSH variability straddle the equator at 5°N

and 5°S. The band at 5°N is much more energetic and extends from about 100°W

to about 170°E. The less energetic band in the south extends from 125°W to the

dateline.
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Figure 3.2: The standard deviation of SSH from P0CM filtered to retain periods
between 25 and 60 days, computed over the same 5-year period as Fig. 3.1.

Monthly variability of SSH in P0CM is qualitatively similar to that observed in

the TOPEX data. Like TOPEX, there are two bands of high variability along 5°N

and 5°S in the standard deviation of filtered P0CM SSH (Fig. 3.2), with larger

amplitudes north of the equator. In addition, time-longitude plots of 5 years of

filtered SSH along 5°N for TOPEX and P0CM (Fig. 3.3) show similar annual and

interannual variability in the amplitudes of the TIW signals. The SSH signals in

both TOPEX and P0CM are weak to non-existent during the 1997 El Niño and

strong during the 1995-1996 La Nifla. Over the period of the data record shown in

Fig. 3.3, the TIWs have very similar amplitudes and longitudinal structure along

5°N in both TOPEX and P0CM.

While the characteristics of TIWs are similar in TOPEX and P0CM, there are

quantitative differences. Spectral estimates from time-longitude plots of TOPEX
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variability (the left panel in Fig. 3.3) yield a period and wavelellgth of the TIWs to

he about 33 + 2 days and 1650 + 150 kni respectively. However, spectral estimates

from the tune-longitude plot of P(I)CM variability (the right panel in Fig. 3.3)

yield a shorter period of 28 + 2 iavs and a shorter wavelength of 1350 ± 150 km. Iii

both cases, the uncertainties in the period and wavelength estimates are derived

from the Fourier Frequency all(l wavenumbers ijitervals based on the duration of

a TIW season. In a(Idition to these differences in the (liSperSioll characteristics,

the longitudinal extents of the variability (lifer between TOPEX and P0cM. In

P0CM, the variability extends beyond the dateline to 1 70°E in the south and

eXten(ls all the way to the western lI)oun(larV in the north. Iii the east, the P0CM

variability does not appear until 120°W in the north and 130°W in the south (Fig.

3.2).

The degree of asymmetry about the equator also (liffers l)etweefl T0PEX and

P0CM. In tlie TOPEX data, the TIW standard deviation north of the equator

is up to a 1.4 times larger than in P0CM (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2), while the TIW

variance south of the equator is up to a factor of 1.5 times larger in P0CM tliaii in

TOPEX. The equatorial asymmetry therefore is larger in TOPEX than in P0CM.

The differences l)etweefl tlie P0CM simulations and TOPEX observations of

monthly variability are quite likely indicative, at least in part, of a misrepresen-

tation of the slowly varying background mean velocity fields in P0CM. However,

to the extent that equatorial d riarnics are adequately represented in P0CM, the

model output can be analyzed to investigate the effects of the mean tropical Pacific

currents of the TIWs in the model. While the effects of mean flow in P0CM cannot
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he expected to civaiititativelv explain the TO PEX observations, the dynamics of

TI\Vs in P0CM should provide insight into the (lynarnicS of the observed TIWs.

The version of the P0CM analyzed here is run 4C. It is a 1/4° resolution, 20-

level model, forced by 3-day European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-

casts (ECMWF) renanalysis winds arid updated every 30 minutes (R. Tokmakian,

personal communication, 1999). Tue fields used in this analysis were averaged

over 3 (lays. For more details on P0CM, see Sernt'ner arid Chervin [1992] or

http://vislah_www.nps.navv.mil.

3.2 The Vertical structure of monthly variability

In the projection model described in section 4.2, it is initially assumed that the

first haroclinic mode explains the majority of the vertical structure of the monthly

variability. The validity of this assumption is investigated here by examining the

vertical structure of monthly variability of meridional velocity in P0CM from

.Julv 8, 1995 to September 6, 1995, the time period for which the mean fields are

calculated for the stability analysis in chapters 4 and 5. Here the perturbation

meridional velocity is decomposed as:

= '1) + V (3.1)

where VT IS the total meridional velocity, V is the slowly varying meridional

velocity and v is the perturbation meridional velocity, defined here to be the van-

ability with periods shorter than 60 (las.

Meridional velocity was chosen to examine the vertical structure of TIWs for

several reasons. First, unlike zonal velocity, the perturbations in meridional ye-
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locit are larger than the mean nieridional velocity. Hejice, the perturbations in

meridional velocity are less noisy. Second, unlike deiisitv, the vertical structure of

the baroclinic eigenfurictions for meridiojial velocity are the set of functions (z)

wiuch are used in the projection model. Meridional velocit has also classically

been the variable used to explain equatorial Rossby waves [Gill, 1982] and is not

a derived quantity from P0CM like l)reSsUre.

It is generally agreed that monthly SSH signals in the equatorial Pacific are

associated with TIWs [Malardé et al., 1987: M'usrnan, 1989; Perigand, 1990; Giese

et al., 1994] that extend a few hundred meters in depth [Philander et al., 1985. 1986;

Halper'n et al., 1988; Masina et al., 1999a: Ken'nan a'nd Fla'me'nt, 2000]. The

standard (leviatmn of perturbation nieridional velocity in P0CM along 5°N in

Fig. 3.4 shows that the majority of the variance is in the upper few hundred

meters, wiuch is consistent with the notion that the variability is surface trapped.

However, it can also be seen that there is variability in the (leep ocean to the west

of about 130°W.

Additional evidence that the monthly variability associated with TIWs exten(ls

much deeper than a few hundreI meters can he found in the literature. MCPhadC'n

[1996] examined the vertical structure of meridional velocity from current meter

moorings at 7°N, 140°W arid 00, 1400\V . The current meters only exten(led to

300m, which is riot (leeJ) enough to include the zero crossing of the first mode (see

appendix 7.1). However, the frequency domain EOF in v at 7°N was dominated

by monthly variability that was in phase throughout the upper 300 in, which is

consistent with the vertical structure of the first baroclinicrnode in P0CM. Halpern

et al. [1988] found peaks at 30 (lays in the velocity spectra at depth of 200 and 250
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in, below the therniocliie. Erikse'n and Rich'rna'ri [1988] found evidence of 30-day

Ml Rossbv waves at (Iepths between 1400-3000 in in current measurements of zonal

velocity (uj) at the equator near 1 40°W, showing clearly that monthly signals can

penetrate below 300 ni.

The vertical structure of the perturbation meridional velocity can be separated

into the baroclinic modes of variability. The perturbation fields are i)rojecte(l oiito

the set of vertical eigenvectors (z) calculated from the mean N2 (z) (see equation

4.13) for the case of zero backgroumid flow as discussed in appendix 7.1. Typical

(z) and 2(z) profiles are shown in Figs. A.1 and A.2. From Fig .A.1, it can

be seen that the zero crossing of the first barocimic mode is at a depth of about

1 200in. It is also apparent that the character of changes at 300m, where there

is a slope break in the eigenvector structure.

The perturbation meridional velocities were projecte(l onto the set of vertical

eigenfunctions, 't(Jn over an area extendmg from 180°W to 111 °W iii longitude and

from 20°N to 20°S in latitude during the period June 1-August 31, 1995. The

resulting projections vary in latitude, longitude and tinie. The average percent

variance described by each mode was computed, yielding the maps of the average

percent of the variance described by and '2 during .June through August of

1995 that are shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6.

Two bands exist north amid south of the equator in which /' (leScribeS miiore

thami half of the vertical structure of the perturbation meridional velocity variabil-

ity. Tue northern baud is approximately centere(l on 7°N and explains up to 80%

of the vertical structure. The southern baud is approximately centere(l on 70S

explaimiing a slightly smaller amount of the vertical structure than iii the north.
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Similarly, between 10°N and 10°S there are tWO hands where iL'2 explains a sig-

nificant percentage of the Variance. T1ie northern baud is approximately centered

on 2°N and explains up to 40% of the vertical variabiliti. Tlie southern band is

aJ)proxiurlatelv centered on 2° S and explains a similar amount of the vertical vari-

ability as the northeril band. Higher order iriodes (not shown) individually account

for less than 20% of the variance within 20° of the equator.

The presence of the second vertical mode in P0CM monthly variability near

the equator is also evident in the temperature variability. If the variability were

entirely iii the first vertical mode, then temperature fluctuations above the base of

the mixed layer would vary in phase with variation in the thermoclirie. It is clear,

however, from Fig. 3.7 that the two are out of phase. This difference in phase is

evidence of higher order vertical mode contributions.

Although the first baroclinic uriode dominates the perturbation ffleri(liouial ye-

locitv in P0CM, we cOnclu(le that the second vertical mode is also apparently

important in the tropical band. The initial formulation of the projection model in

chapter 4 considers only the first haroclinic mode. The second baroclinic mode is

illcluded in section 5.3 where it is shown to be crucially important to the formation

of TI1,Vs.

3.3 The Mean current at 134°W

The mean zonal current used in the linear stability analyses in chapters 4-7 is de-

fined to be the average over 60 days centered on August 8, 1995 and 14° in longitude

centered at 1 34°W. This corresponds to about two periods and one wavelength of

bilit in the high-pass filtered P0CM fields. This time-period and
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Figure 3.5: The percent of the vertical structure of perturbation meridional velocity
variability that is described by the first baroclinic mode, V'i computed over the 3-
month period June 1-August 31, 1995.
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Figure 3.6: Same as Fig: 3.5, except for the second baroclinic mode, /-'2.
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Figure 3.7: Tue temperature from P(i)CM along 5°N averaged over a three (lay
period ceiltered on September 6, 1995. The solid line is the temperature at 37.5
meters afl(l the (lashed line is the temperature at 222.5 meters. In both cases the
longitudinal mean has been removed.
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area were chosen because they coincide with a La Nifla event during which TIWs

are geiierallv most energetic [Baturin and Niiier, 1997: cheiton et ui., 2003]. The

1995 La Nifla in particular was chosen becanse the monthly SSH signal in the

P0CM recoi'd was similar to TOPEX observations (see Fig. 3.3)

The P0CM mean zonal curreilt structure (Fig. 3.8) contains all the components

of the equatorial current system that are thought to be important in the formation

of TIWs. There is an EUC, NEC, SECN and SECS all of which contain strong

vertical and meridional shears.

There are many ways the mean zonal currents can be represented in a simplified

linear model. The currents could be averaged to a particular depth (e.g. as shown

by the red (lotted line in Fig. 3.8) or to the (Iepth of a particular isotherm (e.g.,

the 200 isotherm as shown by the red dashed line in Fig. 3.8). These methods

have air arbitrary nature. An alternative, which will be described in chapter 4,

involves weighting the mean fields by tire baroclinic vertical eigenfunctions. Tins

method produces more consistent and less arbitrary results and is the basis of the

projection model described in chapter 4.

3.4 The Temporal and Meridional Structure of Monthly Variability at

134°W

The characteristics of TIWs are known to vary both geographically an(l temnporall

over the course of a 9-month TIW season [Philander et al., 1986; Luther and

Johnson, 1990; Masina et al., 1999a; cheiton et ai., 2003]. These variations can be

quantified by a wavelet decomposition, which is similar to a Fourier (lecompoSition

except that the decomposition is over a set of specified basis functions (wavelets)
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Figure 3.8: A contour plot of the mean currents from P0CM at 134°W, averaged
during the early period of the 1995-1996 TIW season (July 8, 1995 to September
6, 1995). The two red lines represent options for arbitrary vertical averaging of
the currents. The red dotted line is the 260m isobath and the red dashed line is
the 200 isotherm.
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that are localized in both time and frequency Space, rather than the set of sine

and cosine functions [IVialiat. 1999]. The stnicture of the waveirt used iii the

decomposition is chosen to i'esernble the structure of the signal of interest. The

Monet wavelet, which is an exponentially tapered sine and cosme (middle panel

Fig. 3.9), resembles the temporal variability of TIWs (top panei Fig. 3.9). The

Monet wavelet is described by:

= 52CC (3.2)

where t is tine, S characterizes tire temporal scale of the wavelet and k is the

order of the wavelet, characterizing the number of sinusoidal oscillations within a

e-folding scale. For the airal sis presented here, the order of the wavelet was held

constant at k = 3. Tire frequency of tire wavelet is 4 and tile c-folding time is

S \/'. B representing SSFI by Morlet wavelets arid identifymg the wavelet scale S

with the largest amplitude it is possible to look at how the TIW penodicity and

meridional structure change iii time.

The amplitude of fit of a particular wavelet at tire time t is given by,

f f(u)l'V9(u. t)du
A, (t)

f 14 (u) (hJ
(3.3)

In tire case presented in this section, f represents the time series of SSH. Be-

cause 1V (t) is conrrplex, tire resulting amplitude time series (As (t)) yields both a

magnitude and a phase. These two pieces of information are llSe(I later in this

section to look at the cross equatorial structure of the phase and amplitude of tire

TIWs.
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Figure 3.9: The wavelet decomposition of filtered SSH from P0CM. The top panel
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with the best fit to SSH as a function of time.
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The k = 3 Monet wavelets were fit to the filtered SSI1 signal along 5°N, 134°W

(top panel Fig. 3.9) at each successive 3-day tune step. The process was repeated

for wavelet time Scale $ corresponding to periods ranging from 20 and 40 (layS iii 1-

day increments. At each 3-day time step, the period that described tlie greatest

amouiit of variance was chosen to represent SSH (bottom panel of Fig. 3.9). The

small span of the exponentially (lecaving envelope compared with the periodicity

of the Monet wavelet allows for higher resolution of the temporal variations of the

structure of the signal. The down side of the small envelope is pool frequency

resolution [Maliat, 1999]. The plot of tlie period as a function of time is therefore

only a rough guide to tile frequency content of the signal and we (10 not consider

the small Variation iii period to be significant.

The scale of Monet wavelet with the largest amplitude at 5° N, 1 34°W was used

to characterize the meridional structure of SSH as a function of tue. For a given

time tins best fit wavelet at 5°N was fit to every other latitude along 1 34°W.

Because the Morlet wa.velet is complex, this fit yields an amplitude an(1 phase that

varies iii latitude and time. The results of tins decomposition are shown iii Fig.

3.10. The top l)anel of Fig. 3.10 shows a contour plot of filtered SSH at 134°W.

The phase relative to 5°N and the amplitude of the fit are shown in tue second

and third panlels, respectively. This decomposition describes more than 70% of the

variance in SSH between the equator and about 8°N (bottom panel of Fig. 3.10).

Between about 20 and 8°S, about 40% of the variability is accounted for by this

decomposition. Tue small amount of the variance described in the soutil by the

wavelet decomposition is largely due to the small amplitude of tile signal in the

soiltil (lunimlg the first few weeks of the tune period shown in Fig. 3.10. Over tile
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eiit'e TfW season (July 1 995-July 1996), the percent of the variance described in

tile south iicreases to about 70% (see Fig 3.11).

The meridioiial characteristics of the TPATs seen in the time-latitude plot of

SSH are (jilailtified by the wavelet decomposition. For example, the amplitude of

the SSH in the time-latitude plot in the bottom pamel of Fig. 3.10 is larger in tue

north. From the wavelet decomposition, the amplitude at 5°N is about a factor of 5

larger than at 5°S in earl July. Time asymmetry decreases over the 2-month record,

becormng about a factor of 3 times larger in the north by the end of August. The

phase of time SSH, more elusive than amplitude in time time-latitude plot (Fig. 3.3),

cami also be quantified by time wavelet analysis. The tilting near tue equator ui the

SSH signal (top panel Fig. 3.10). which is evidence of barotropic energy conversion

(see chapter 5), represents a phase lag of about 45° at the equator relative to 5°N

in the second panel of Fig. 3.10. Likmvise, tlie phase lag of SSH at 5°S relative to

5°N varies from 45° in .July to 0° iii August.
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Figure 3.10: The decomposition of filtered SSH from P0CM into phase and am-
plitude as a function of time and latitude. The top panel is a time-latitude plot
of the SSH at 134°W during the early period of the 1995-1996 TIW season. At
each 3-day time step, the best-fit wavelet at 5°N (Fig. 3.9) was fit to SSH at each
latitude. The second panel is the phase of the wavelet fit relative to the phase
at 5°N. The third panel is the amplitude of the wavelet fit in cm. The bottom
panel is a plot of the amount of SSH variance that the wavelet explained over this
2 month record.
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4 THE PROJECTION MODEL

Sea surface height vanabilitv in the e(piatorial Pacific is widely believed to be

dominated by the first baroclimc mode. To understand the (IVIlamicS of the first

barocimic mode it is useful to separate it from higher order barocirnic effects. The

simplest representation of tile first barocimic mode is a 2-layer reduced gravity

niodel. When applied as a diagnostic tool, the 2-layer reduced gravity model re-

quires an arbitrary averaging scheme in the vertical (see Appendix ??). Here, we

develop a model that contains the dynamics of a representative first baroclimc

mode, vet also incorporates information about the vertical structure of tue equa-

torial oceans without emnplovmg an arbitrary vertical averaging scheme. In tue

presence of strong zonal currents, it should be rioted that energy is scattered from

tlie first baroclinic mode to higher-order modes as the first barocliiiic mode sets

up [Proc/il, 1998].

The vertical dependence of the state vanahies a, V and J) i a contmuously

stratified model can be projected onto any complete basis set of orthogonal eigen-

functions. The most common projection of tins kind is the Fourier transform, where

the set of snies aiid cos ies are used as an orthogonal basis set. In the equatorial

oceans, trigonometric functions do riot have a particular physical meaning. There

is, however, an orthogonal set of eigenfunctions, defined by the mean background

stratification, that (hoes have physical meaning. These vertical eigenfunctions are

defined by the vertical profile of the buoyancy frequency and represent the vertical

structure of the baroclinic modes in the absence of any mean background current

(see appendix 7.1).
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The method of projecting the continuous model onto time baroclinic eigeufiinc-

tiomis is described ill tins chapter. The full 3-dimensional continuous model is

described iii section 4.1. In section 4.2, the continuous set of equations are pro-

jected oiito the vertical eigenfunctions, mtegrated and truncated such that the

results yield a set of equations representative of the first baroclinic mode which

are not subject to an arbitrary averaging scheme.

4.1 The Continuous Model

The cont iuous, 3-dimensional eqiations at the equator subject to a rigid lid, the

Boussinesq aJ)proximation, arid linearized aroimd a mean background zoimal cur-

reilt ( (y, z) arid the associated geostrophicahly balailced mean background (leIlsity

Pod, z) (see appendix 7.1) are:

(a a (au0 1 0 0U0 = 0 (4.1)ut OX1! \ 0j / p 0:r
(0 0\ 10

+ u0_) V + yii + ---I = 0 (4.2)

( + + + = 0 (4.3)

?i + v + w = 0 (4.4)
Ox dy Oz 10p = ----p (4.o)

g oz

In the above equations:

= zonal coordinate axis

q = ineridiona.l coordinate axis
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= vertical c()ordiIlate axis

= the perturbation zonal velocit

1' = tue pertlirbatioll Ineridiollal velocity

= the perturbation vertical vlocity

p = the perturbation pressure

f) = the perturbation deiisity

= the mean background density structure

= tue constant reference background density

Equations (4.1)- (4.5) are subject to the boundary conditions:

V = 0, at northern aid southern boundaries (4.6)

0, at the top and bottom boundaries (4.7)

In linearizing the equatioiis around a mean background density structure, it is

assunied that

density = p< + p0C, z) + p(, mj, z, t) (4.8)

It is also aSSUmed that Po(y. z) is a we aklv varying function of y,

p(y, z) = Pi (z) + Ep2, z) (4.9)

where E <Z< 1.

Equations (4.1)- (4.5) can be combined to obtain a single equation in terms of

any one of the state variables. However, there are extraneous roots to this equation

[Proehi, 1991]. In order to avoid these extraneous roots, equations (4.1)-(4.5) are
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rewritten in terms of a coupled set of three equations nivolving U.?) aiid p as

suggested by Proehi [1998]. The resulting equations are

vhere

(a a \ (au0 (J OLT0

1 a 1 aLc(a a\ aa+\2at+0a)a J) = 0 (4.10)

(a a\ la
I + U0 )t' + 3iju. +

---n
= 0 (4.11)

ar)
,.
a

a a a I g 0[)<,'\ I ap\ aU+ a a\2aV2a)a c+

a 1 ( aa
f\2 +L1oa)a p = 0 (4.12)

\T2 _2i (4.13)
. Oz

i'epresents time buovaiicv fre(piellcv.

4.2 Projection onto the Vertical Eigenfunctions

The vertical (lependeilcies of the state variables in (4.10)- (4.12) call be projected

onto the set of eigenfurictions (z) derived in appeildix 7.1:

u = u,(.r, y, t)1, (z) (4.14)

= (4.15)

p = p0(x, y,t)wJz) (4.16)

The projections (4.14)-(4.16) can then he substituted into the continuous model,

equations (4.10)- (4.12). The terms in the new set of equations can he categorized

into two groups. The first group of terms do not contain any mean fields, hence
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the z (lependence is solely (lue to a single eigenvector, (n. The vertical dependence

ill these terms is eliminated by multiplying each eqliatioIi by 'i , integrating with

respect to z and applying the boundary conditions (A. 2). The orthogonality con-

ditioni of the eigenvectors eliminates terms that contain projections onto vertical

modes greater than mode 1.

The second group of terms contain state variables and mean fields. When the

equations are multiplied by , tile vertical dependence is expressed as a product

of two eigenfunctions with a mean field. Here, orthogonality does not eliminate

ternis Containing higher order vertical modes, as inn the case of the first group.

Consequently, the terms containing vertical modeS greater than one are truncated,

yieldiig the following definitions of tlie mean fields:

U(1) (y)
pO

J
U0 1z (4.17)

f(4.18)

U2)() LHA2DZ' (4.19)

fO

'1dz (4.20)
-H/)A Dz Dy

f-

iii dz (4.21)

) (:7) '11dz (4.22)
-H f) Dz A Dy

L° (2) jdz (4.23)

An example of these mean fields is shown in Fig. 4.1.

For zonall propagating wave solutions, the :i:-t dependences of the coefficients

v1 and pi in the expansions (4.14-4.16) are assumed to have the form e
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Figure 4.1: Plots of the mean fields from equations. (4.17)- (4.23) couuiputed over
the period from July 8, 1995 to September 6, 1995 at 134°W (the same as Fig.
3.8). The top left panel is a plot of U(') (the solid line) and U(2) + U(1) (the dotted
line). The top right panel is a plot of U' (solid line) and F (the clotted line).
The bottom left. panel is a plot of and the bottom right l)allel is a plot of H'
(solid line) and H2 (dotted line).



Then the system of equation can be written in matrix form as:

i(3!J (U 7)) (_i_

/3y U?TY i'i

cpJ; if),. (
(T) + H(2)) + (U(l) + U(2))k Pi

1 0 Lu

LJ 0 1 0

0 0 1 P1

where a1, v1 and p are now functions only of y.
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(4.24)

Although the first vertical iTiode (loifliflateS the vertical structure of the currents

iii the equatorial pacific there are small areas the equator where the second Vertical

mOde (lescribes a significant percentage of the vertical variability (see section 3.2).

To explore whether contributions from second and higher order vertical miodes

affect tlie linear stability of a given meridional current profile, a formulation of

equation (4.24) is given in Appendix 7.1 for an arbitrary number of vertical modes.

Time results of this analysis are discussed in chapter 5.

Time terms in tIme matrix equation (4.24) can be simplified by (letermining

thie relative magnitudes of the coefficients computed from the projection of time-

averaged zomial and vertical velocit sections from the P0CM model. Aim example

of the mean fields along 1340 W for the 3-month period from July to September

1995 is shown in Fig. 4.1. Restricting attention to the region of the dispersion

space where TIWs are found,

w/k < 1 ms, (4.25)
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<
(4.26)

(4.27)
/

If these smaller terins are neglected, (4.24) reduces to:

(U' + j))
i.dy

cpk: /[) (g (ii+) +c)

UI

7)!

(U(') + U(2))kj
L

P'

7i

=w

Pt

(4.28)

This equation bears a strikmg resemblance to the matrix equation (B.5) for a

2-layer reduced-gravity model (see Appendix ??) . For the zero mean flow ease,

the matrix equations (B .5) and (4.28) are exactly tue same. When the mean

backgrouiid fields are considered, counterparts can he drawn between the two

equations (see table 4.1). The equivalent to g'H() in (B .5) becomes c in (4.28),

L be omes L (I) iii the equations for i i arid i w liik L b O1Ii( s (' (1) + L (2))
iii

the equation for pressure where the addition of U(2) is an effect of the chain rule,

0U0/Dy is modified to U+ amid aH(y)/ay replaces (H + H2)). Gradients in

mean layer thickness, aH/ay in the 2-layer reduced gravity model, are represented

by gradients in density, (H1) + H2)). in the projection model. H1 corresponds

to geostrophy in the 2-layer reduced gravity model, while H2 is a new term in the

projection model, which resembles a density gradient in geostropiuc balance with

U(2). f can be seen to be i3y divided by the gradient Richardson number, dL
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Reduced-Cra'vity

Model

Pro'jection lYIodel

rnorrientu'rri equations

Projection Model

continuity equation

g'H(y) (f

(U(1) + U(2))

0u0/ay

aH/ay (i5+)
Table 4.1: A sunimarv of the relationshij) between the terms in tue 2-layer reduced
gravity model arid the one mode Projection Model.

The eiiergv (:oIiversion in the one-mode projection model are d'fiuiecl by tue

fallowing equation:

p (')+) [v1u1] - (+2)) [vp} [()] =w[E1] (4.29)

In equation (4.29), W is the imaginary part of the eigenvalue, E1 = J) (u + ?i) +

is the total vertically integrated mode- 1 perturbatioii energy, time potential

energy has been derived from tlie traditional (lefifliti011 [Luther and Johnson, 1990]

and the bracketed terms have been zonall averaged over a wavelength.

From left to right, the terms in equation (4.29) represent harotropic and Kelvin-

J-Jelinholtz energy conversions, baroclinic energy conversion, and wave flux (liver-

gence, which only redistributes energy in the domain. The w term in equation

(4.1) is the source of Kelvin-Helmholtz energy conversions. In matrix equation

(4.28) 4w is replaced by j, and -1-U(2) iii the first row equation. The partic-

ular scales in P0CM show that and -U(2) are negligible, as shown in equations

(4.26) arid (4.27). while T can make a small contribution to Kelvin-Helmholtz eli-

ergy conversion near the equator.
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We thus have a system of (XplatiOIlS that are iiot arbitrarily averaged in depth

and contain inforination about the vertical structure of the ocean. Compared with

the 2-layer reduced-gravity model, the projection model provides a less subjective

an(I more representative mo(Iel of a vertical mode 1 equatorial ocean while retaiii-

ing relatively simple physics. The vertical resolution of the mo(Iel caii easily l)e

iiicrcased by inclu(Iing higlier order vertical modes (see appendix 7.1).

The matrix eigenvalue J)roblem (4.28) was solved on a c-grid with ui and vi

sharing the same grid J)OilltS and p at the adjacent grid points. The northern

and southern boundaries were placed at the ?i and v1 grid points at 19.75°N arni

19. 75°S. The eigenvalues and eigenfunction of the matrix were solved using the

EISPACI< subroutine package.
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5 APPLICATION OF THE PROJECTION MODEL

The meridional structure arid dispersioii characteristics of Rossbv waves in the

presence of meaii currents are exammed duriig the beginning of the 1995-1996

TI\V season. This time period was chosen because the SSH signals in T(I)PEX and

P(I)CM are similar during the TI\V season (Fig. 3.3) as (liscuSsed 111 chapter 3. Tue

characteristics of the SSH variability from the Projection Mo(ICl are compared with

those from tire wavelet analysis of P0CM SS}i over the same time period considered

in Section 3.1. The meridional structure and the dispersion characteristics are

found by substituting the mean fields along 1 34°\V from PC) CM into the eigenvalue

problem (4.28) and examining the resulting eigenvalues amid eigenvectors. The

mean fields are computed durmg the beginmng of the 11W season before tire

TIWs become finite amplitude [Ke'ri'na'ri. (1/nd Fia'rnent, 2000] and the assumption

of linearity is no longer valid. For this study, the period from July 8, 1995 to

September 6, 1995 was chosen because the TIW signal was small. The structure

of the mean currents is shown in Fig. 3.8.

In this analysis, the mean fields from P(I)CM were used to compute eigenvectors

and eigenvalues over a range of wavenimimbers, k. The real part of the eigerrvalue

represents the frequency of the wave and is displayed as a (lispersion relation, while

the imaginary part of the eigenvalue represents tue growth rate of the wave. When

written in Eulerian form, the phase between u, p and v represents the amount

of energy transfer between the mean arid the I)ertllrbatiolis, eq. (4.29), while the

amplitude is the size of the disturbance. If the wave is stable, nt and p will be in

quadrature with v and hence there will be no energy transfer.
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5.1 U(1) at 134°W

The mean background current in P0CM (Fig. 3.8) was adjusted slightly for the

computation of mean fields in eqs. (4.17)- (4.23) and eqs. (C .1)- (C .6) as to repre-

sent iiiore closely the geostrophic current ni the model by reduciig the effects of

Ekman currents. This was achieved h replacing the iriean current in the top layer

with the mean current iii the second layer of the model.

It is useful to look at the general structure of U(1) (y), which acts similarly to the

upper layer mean zonal velocity U (ij) iii the upper layer of a 2-layer reduced grav-

ity model (see section 4.2). From Fig. 5.1, the presence of the NECC, the north-

em branch of the South Equatorial Current (SECN). the EUC, and time southern

branch of the South Equatorial Current (SECS) are apparent in the meridional

profile of U( j) (y). Hence, the vertical projection nietliod retains all of the currents

that are thought to be important to the stability of time equatorial current system.

For present purposes, i(y) was defined to be the average over the upper 260 in

of the PC)CM model. It is evident that the amplitudes of the components of the

equatorial curremit system in U(1) (y) are dnnmished compared U(y) (tile (lotted

line in Fig. 5.1). The differences in time amplitudes of the currents in (y) and

U (y) are sensitive to the depth of the vertical average, highlighting the arbitrary

nature of a vertical average as discussed previously in chapter 4. There are small

differences in the westward currents (SECN arid SECS), which are less stable than

the eastward currents [Philander, 1976]. The largest difference is in the relatively

stable eastward EUC whose vertical structure contains higher vertical modes then

the NECC, SECN arid SECS (see Fig. 3.8).
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Figure 5.1: Two different estimates of the upper-ocean mean velocity along 1340.
Both are derived from the mean vertical velocity section shown in Fig. 3.8. The
solid line is UV) (y) from the one-niode projection model. The dotted line is a 260
m vertical average of the U(, z) section in Fig. 3.8

5.2 The One-Mode Projection Model

The solutions to the simplest version form of the projection Iflo(Iel are investigated

in this section. By oiiiy projecting onto one vertical mode, the structure of the

equations are similar to the 2-layer reduced gravity model (see section 4.2) an(l

act as a good first-order look at the effects of mean fields on the structure and

dispersion characteristics of TIWs.

The mean fields (Fig. 4.1) produce the solutions shown in Fig. 5.2. The first-

meridional, first-haroclinic Rossbv waves (referred to as Ml) shown as the middle

solid line in panel c of Fig. 5.2 are closest in dispersion space to the observed

SSH variability iii P0CM (the black box in panel c of Fig. 5.2). The dotted lines

in the same figure are the solutions for the case with no background flow. The
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addition of the mean flow systematically reduced tile phase speed of Ml Rossby

waves for wavenumbers smaller then 7.5 x iO cYcles/km. The phase speeds of tue

second-meridional mode, first-barociinic iiiode Rossby waves (referred to as M2)

ic increased for wavelengths less than 1250 kin, These results are consistent with

those of Chang and Philander [1989] .At shorter wavelengths, the phase speed of

the Ml and M2 Rossbv waves decrease aiid begin to interact with the SECN, which

has a speed of 0.25 in/sec and is represented by the red line. All of the solutions are

effectivel stable in this single-mode projection: i.e. the most unstable solutions

have c-folding times several times longer than the duration of the TIW season.

\\iule the (hispersion characteristics are only moderately affected, the nwrid-

ional structure of the Ml R.ossby wave is significantly altered by the background

mean currents. Panels (I-f in Fig. 5.2 show the meridional structure of the Ml

Rossbv wave for solutions with 30-day period and 1300 km wavelength. The solid

curves represent the solutions based oii u 0) (y) shown in Fig. 5.1, while the dash-

dotted hues represent the zero-urieaii flow case. In SSH (panel d), the mean flow

causes the maxima to shift poleward, the amplitude in the south decreases to 40%

of the amplitude in tIie north, and the trough at the equator deepeiis by sO%. The

structures in u and v show similar (lifferences, with peaks shiftiig pole\VaId. and

amplitudes decreasing in the south . As noted above, these solutions are stable,

hence u and p are in or out of phase with each other. Likewise, v is 900 out of

phase with a and v.

These effects on the ineridjouial structure of the solutions are a robust feature

of this analysis. Panels a and b of Fig. 5.2 show the wavenuinber dependence

of the meridional structure of p for the mean flow case and the ZerO-Iuleall flow

-
I
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plot of SSH of the Ml R.ossby wave vs. wavenumber for the case with the meaii flow
U(') (y) shown in Fig. 5.1. Panel b) is the same as a), but for the case of zero mean
flow. Panel c) is the dispersion relation. The solid hues represent the eigenvalues
from the mean flow case. The dotted lines represent the eigenvalues from the zero
mean flow case. The black (lashed line represents a phase speed of 1 rn/sec. The
red dashed line represents the fastest westward value of U(')(y) in Fig. 5.1. The
black and red boxes represent estimates of the wavenumber-frequency content of
TIWs in P0CM and TOPEX, respectively. Panel ci) is a latitudinal profile of the
eigenfunction for SSH for the 1300km, 30 day wave, where the maximum value
has been normalized to one. The solid and clotted lines represent the meaui flow

and zero mean flow cases, respectively. Panels e) a-nd f) are the same as panel d),
except for the eigenfunctions of v and u, respectively.
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case, respectively. \\lule the zero-mean flow case shows s nimetric structure in

amplitude for all wavenurnbers, the presence of the mean flow can he seen to

decrease the amplitude of the SSI-J in the south for wavelengths between 800-20,000

km. At higher wavemnnbers, the amplitude in the south become 60% of that in the

north. As the wavenumher decreases, the amplitude iii the south also decreaseS,

reaching a minimum of 35% of the amplitude iii the north at a wavelength of about

1800 km. TIWs exist in the 1000-2000 km region where the meridional asymmetry

in SSH is most sensitive to changes in wavenumnber. Additionall, the mean flow

consistently deepens the trough at the equator and shifts the northern maximum

in SSH poleward.

Tlus smp1e model provides a valuable first-order look at tine meridional struc-

ture of wave solutions close to tue TIW period and waveiiumber range. The am-

plitudes of tine asymmetric solutious are similar to those (ledilced in section 3.4

from P0CM SSH fields. The degree of asmmetr is somewhat sensitive to the

wavemiumber of the instability, particularly in the range of reasonable values for

TIWs. These solutions give an estimate of the structure of the free waves that are

thought to be generated 1w TIWs [Cox, 1980]. Because the one-mode projection

model is stable for the mean zonal velocity section c011sidere(l here, these solutions

cannot explain tine phase structure of TI\Vs in P0CM.

5.3 The Two-Mode Projection Model

The one-Mode Projection model discussed in the pervious section, was not able to

capture the instabilities that generate TIWs. By increasing the vertical resolution

to include the first two vertical modes, the mean current structure Fig. 3.8 is
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more completely represeiited. The added complexity produc s a set of six coupled

equations (see appendix 7.1) . The mean fields are computed over the same tne

period as for the one-mode projection model and are shown in Fig. 5.1.

Unlike the one-mode projection model, the two-niode projection IflOdel pro-

duces iiiistahle solutions (Fig. 5.3). The to1) panel shows a plot of the growth

rate as a function of wavenumber for the most unstable solutions. The fastest

growing solution, with a wavelength of 1384 km. is the most likely to occur. The

dispersion relation for the two-mode projection model (the bottom panel in Fig.

5.3) shows an increase in phase speed from the one-niode model such that the

observed wavenumber-frequencv characteristics of the TI\Vs in P0CM (the black

box in the lower panel of Fig. 5.3) are consistent with the dispersion relation of the

two-mode projection model. At longer wavelengths, the solutions become stable,

splitti1lg into two stable modes at 5 x 1 0 cpkm. The characteristics of these

two stable mo(Ies will he investigated later in chapter 7.

As in the case of the one-mode projection model, the meridional structures of

the solutions of the two-mode projectiomi model are sensitive to wavenumnher in the

TI\V wavermumnher range. The amplitude aiiol phase of the fastest glowing solution

over the TIW wavenumber range are shown in the lower two panels of Fig. 5.4.

Amplitudes at 50 north are 2 to 10 times larger than those at 50 south and tile

phase at 5° north leads the phiase at 5° south by 00 to 450 olegrees. This sensi-

tivity provides an environriment in which a host of different meridional structures

are possible, depending on the wavenumnber, making identification of a particular

structure in the SSH record olifficult.
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of the solutions as a function of wavenumber. The box ill the plot represents the
estimate of the wavenurnber-frequenicv content of TIWs in P0CM.
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The fastest growing mode from the two-mode projection model (Fig. 5.5) has an

amplitude structure in SSH very similar to that of tlie stable solution from the one-

mode projection model (Fig. 5. 2d). Most notably, the peaks in SSH amplitude are

still at 5°N and 5°S, with a larger amplitude in the north. However, the amplitude

in the north is more than 5 times larger than in the south, conipared with less

than a factor of 3 difference in the one-mode projection model. This structure of

the eigenfunction from the two-mode projection model is more siniilar to the SSH

variability in P0CM shown in Fig. 3.10.

Whereas the stable one-mode solution had constant phase with latitude, the

phase of the unstable two-mode solution varies with latitude (second panel Fig.

5.5). SSH at 5°S is in phase with SSH at 5°N. The approximate 90° phase lag near

tire equator is evidence of an equatorward eddy transport of zonial momentum

winch leads to tIre barotropic conversion of energy in the presence of the large

mean velocity shears in the region. As iii amplitude, these latitudinal variatiolls

in phase are similar to latitudinal "tipping" of the structure of SSH in P0CM.

The vertical structure of the pressure field is shown as the fraction of the

total amplitude iii each of the baroclinic modes in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.5.

Except within a few degrees of the equator, SSH variability is dominated by the

first baroclinic mode. hear the equator, the variability is approximately equally

partitiorie(I between vertical modes on and two.

The relationships between p, u and v are not as simple as in the one-mode

projection model. The introduction of the instability forces the phases of u arid p

to no longer be in quadrature with v (compare second panels of Figs. 5.3, 5.6 and

5.7). This results in a transfer of enem-gy between the mean and tine perturbations
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(eq. 4.29). The vertical structure of the state variables is also (lifferent. The

meridional velocity r has a vertical structure similar to i poleward of 2°. Unlike

p, however, v is almost wholly made up of mode 2 near the equator. Vvithii 5° of

the equator, u alternates being doniinated between mode 1 and iniode 2 (Fig. 5.6).

Outside of this region u variability is dominated by only mode 1, similar to p and

V.

The energy transfer of tins mode is mostly harotropic (Fig. 5.8) and occurs

just north of 2 .5°N on the poleward flank of the SECN (see Fig. 5.1). However,

barochnic energy conversion is miot negligible (see the tiun solid line in Fig. 5.8),

which also contributes to Perturbation energy conversion on the J)oleward flank

of time SECN. The (lonflillance of the poleward flank of the SECN as a region of

energy transfer hints at its importance iii the development of the instability. This

is (lisdussed extensively in the sensitivity studies in chapter 6.

The nature arid location of time maximum energy transfer is riot surprising.

Previous linear stability analyses have all found harotropic conversion associated

with the SECN to be time main source of energy for TIWs [Philander, 1978: Proehi,

1998]. However, there has been debate as to which side of the SECN is important.

Originally, Philander [1978] and Cox [1980] found the shear between the SEC and

the NECC to be important, which has been supported by observations [Bat'arin and

Niiler, 1997]. A More recent linear stability analysis finds that the shear between

the SECN and time EUC is the energy source for the instabilities [Proehl, 1998],

a region where observations have also found barotropic energy transfer [Luther

and Johnson, 1990: Qiao and Weisbery, 1995]. The present analysis finds that

the shear on time poieward flank of SECN near the maximum of the SECN is the
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Figure 5.8: The energy conversion from the two-mode projection model for the
unaltered mean flow U 1) (y) shown in Fig. 5.1. The thick solid line represents the
total energy conversion. The thin solid liie represents the baroclinic conversion
and the (lashed ime represents the barotopic conversion (see eq. 4.29).

location of Iflost of the energy transfer. Because the region of energy transfer is

far froni the NECC, the present analysis suggests that the NECC is not crucial to

the instability. This is investigated further in chapter 6.

5.4 Five-Mode projection Model

Tue solutions to the one and two-mode projection mo(IelS have l)eell shown in

sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. In the area of wavenumber-frequency space that

we are interested in, it was shown that the one-mode model produced stable solu-

tions while the two-mode projection model was able to produce instabilities that

are similar to the initial stages of the 1995 TIW season in P0CM. It is of inter-

est to determine whether the addition of higher order vertical mo(les changes the

characteristics of the instability. This was investigated by increasing the vertical
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resolution of the mo(iel to include projection onto the first five haroclinic modes

(appendix 7.1). The mean fields for the five-mode projection model were computed

over tue same time period as the one amid two-niode projection models considered

previously.

The latitudinal structure of SSH for the fastest growing solution to the five-

mode proj ectiomi model is shown iii Fig. 5.9: the (lashed ii ies are the fastest grow-

ing solution from the two-mode projection model. There are mnnior changes in the

solution: the e-folding time increases insignificantly from 68 to 73 days and the

wavelength increase from 1384 to 1592 km. The latitudnial structures of the eigen-

vectors are almost identical. Tue arnphtudes in the toj) panel (lifer insignificantly

at all latitudes; the phases in the second panel (lifer near the equator by only

about 10°. The vertical mode partitiomng in the bottom panel is almost wholly

made 1iJ) of the first two baroclinic niodes, with higher order modes cumulatively

accounting for less than 25% of the variability near the equator.

It is thus apparent that there is riot much difference in the meridional structure,

vertical structure or dispersion characteristics between the fastest growimig solutiomis

in the two amid five-niode projection models (Fig. 5.5). Tue similarity in the

solutiomis hetweemi the two and five-mode projection models implies that the import

physics of this instability are captured in the two-mode projection model. The

analysis in chapter 6 therefore focuses on the results of the two-mode J)rOjectiOfl

model.
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6 SENSITIVITY OF THE TWO-MODE INSTABILITY TO

ALTERATIONS IN THE MEAN FIELDS

SSH from the two-mode projection model was shown in section 5.3 to capture

most of the features of time TIWs in P0CM. However, over the 60-day averaging

period of the nnean Zoflal velocity field used in the two-mode projection model,

there were substantial variations iii the latitudinal structure of time amplitude of

SSH associated with 11W variabilit in P0CM, ranging from 3-5 times larger in

the north than in the south. Additionally, the phase differejice of the TIWs ill

the north and iii the south varied from 0°-45°. These variations can partially

be expected because the mean-fields computed from P0CM (Fig. 5.1) do not

necessarily represent the background mean flow that influence time TI\Vs in the

model. The background mean currenits are lOt constant. They evolve seasonally

in response to the varying wind forcing. In additioni, tue TI\\'s will inevitably alter

the structure of the mean flow as the instabilities extracts energy from time mean

flow and the TIWs become non-linear {Pediosk;y, 1987] (1)1). 490-492).

In order to determine what features of the background meani currents are im-

portant to the structure and strength of time two-mode instability, elements of the

mean background flow were altered. Eight different alterations were made to the

mean currents. First, all the curreiits were increased awl decreased both south of

the EUC and from the ETJC north. Then only the SECN was increased, decreased

amid shifted north and south. Close attention was paid to how the amplitude, phase,

c-folding time, period and wavenumber of time fastest growing solution changed rel-

ative to time unaltered solution considered in section 5.3 and the structure of SSH

in the PC) CM model inferred from the wavelet analysis of P0CM in section 3.4.
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6.1 Altering the currents south of the EUC

The most striking feature in the T(I)PEX data, the P0CM model and in the two-

mode i istabilitv solutions is the latitudinal asvimnetrv of the SSH amplitude. The

features that control tins asminetr are iiivestigated iii the section by illcreaSiflg

and decreasing the mean currents north of EUC (including tue EUC) and south

of the EUC (excluding the EUC).

\v lien altering the mean fields, it is important that the new current profiles are

smooth, minimizing the a(lditiOIl of small-scale variability an(l shear that is unre-

alistic. Reepiiig this iii nund, time altered fields were obtaiiied by multiplying the

mean current structure by an eior function, i.e. the integral of a Gaussian (bot-

tom panels of Figs. 6.2-6.10). The weighting function was produced by integrating

the Gaussian,
(OO)2/I1T2 (6.1)

from south to north when tile currents were altered iii time north and from iiorth

to south when the currents were altered in the south: W represents the c-foldiiig

scale of the Gaussian, O is the latitude of the center of the Gaussian all(l 0 iii the

independent variable, latitude. Time maximum value of the error function was set

to 0.2, a magnitude that is typical observed fluctuations in the nnagmtude of

in P0CM (see Fig. 6.1). This quantity was added to 1 to increase the currents

and subtracted from 1 to decrease the currents. \Vhen the currents were altered

north of the equator, the Gaussian was centered on the EUC. When the currents

were altered in the south, time Gaussian was centered on 2°S. This translation of

the error function separated alteration of the EUC from alteration of the SECS.
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For both cases, W was set equal to 10, which gave a smooth transition between

time regions. The error function and time resulting profile and shear are shown

in Figs. 6.2, 6.3, 6.8 and 6.10.

The mean fields defined in equations (C.1)-(C.6) were altered such that the

currents remain in geostrophic balance. Increasing and decreasing the southern

mean currents causes only the SECS to change in amplitude, while increasing and

decreasing the northern mean currents causes the EUC, SECN and the NECC to

change in magnitude.
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\\hen the currents are increased 01' (lecreased iii the south (Fig. 6.2 and 6.3),

there is very little change to the eigenvectors or the eigeiivalues of the fastest

growing mode (Figs. 6.4 and 6.5). Tue airiplitude of SSH for both cases are

esseiitially unchauged from the unaltered case. The wavelellgth is the same for all

three cases, within the resolutioll of the analysis. The period and e-foldiiig tine

change by insignificant amounts. The only noticeable changes are small changes in

the phase. Tire phase lags the unaltered case iii the south by a few degrees when

the currents are increased and leads by a similar amount when the currents are

decreased.

The rnagmitude of these alteration are reasonable est nates of the range of

variations of the SECS [Johnson et al., 2002]. Tire isensitivity of tlie e-foldmg

tune to tire changes in the mean fields south of the EUC should be expected. As

shown iii Fig. 5.8, tire majority of the energy production occurs iii the north. It is

surprisnig, however, tha.t altering the currents in the south has such a small affect

on the meridional structure of the amplitude and phase of TI\Vs.

The extreme case of effectively eliminating all the flow in the south determines

whether the SECS has air effect on the latitudinal structure of the unstable solution.

For this purpose, the weighting fujiction used to eliminate the currents in the

south had a nlirnn1unl value of 0.1 arid was centered oir the EUC rather than

2°S (Fig. 6.6). This was done to maximize the possible effects of the southern

current structure. Surprisingly, removing the SECS had 110 effect on the amplitude

structure of SSH (Fig. 6.7). There was also rio change in tire wavelength, period

and c-folding time of the fastest growing mode. The only significant change is that
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tue phase south of the equator svsteniatically increased b about 200 relative to

the unaltered case.

6.2 Altering the currents north of the EUC

In contrast to the minor influence of the currents south of the equator oii the im

stable eigerisolutions, altering the mean structure of the northern currents, where

the energy transfer is large, significantly affects the fastest growing solutions. Iii-

creasing the currents in the iiorth (Fig. 6.8) produced soniewhat faster growing

iistabihties with c-folding times of 48 (las compared to 68 (laYs from the unaltered

case (see Fig. 6.9). The waveleiigth and period of the instability changed by small

amounts to 1448 (lays and 30.5 (lays, respectively. Although faster growing, there

was very little change in the meridional structure of the iiistabilitv. The largest

difference occurred in the phase structure south of the shear between the EUC

aiid tlie SECN. In comparison to alterations in the currents south of the equator,

these phase (lifferenices are large, on the sanne order as the phase difference when

tine currents south of the equator were completely cli ninated.

Decreasing the currents north of the equator (Fig. 6.10) cause(I the fastest

growing solution to heconie more stable, with aii increased c-folding time of 104

(lays, and shortened the period of the wave to 30.5 (lays aiid the wavelength to 1192

km (see Fig. 6.11). The reduced shear in the north had an uinexpected effect on

the meridional structure of the inistability. As the instability became niore stal)le,

its Ineri(lional structure became more similar to that obtainied for tine stable Ml

Rossby wave from tile one-mode projection model considered in section 5.2. This

change can be seen in all three panels of Fig. 6.11: the amplitude increased in the
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south (top pallel), the latitudinal variations in phases (lecreased (middle panel).

and the variability bee nies mostly vertical mode one (the bottom panel).

The larger amplitude in the south seen here is surprising, given that the al-

teratiom to the SECS had almost rio effect on the amplitude in the south. It will

be shown later iii chapter 7 that, in the low wavenumber limit * the instability is

created from a resoiiance between the first haroclinic mode Ml R.ossbv wave aiid

an altered second haroclinic mode M2 Rossbv wave. The reduction iii meridional

shear reduces the i istability and moves the solution closer to the high wavenumber

resonance poillt where the niieridioiial structure resembles the Ml Rossby wave.

6.3 Altercating the SECN

It was shown in section 6.2 that altering the currents in the north causes large

changes iii the structure of the unstable wave solutions. It was also 5hoWIl ill

section 5.3 that the majority of the energy transfer occurs near the maximum of

the SECN. For these reasons, the effects of increasing, decreasing and shifting the

SECN in isolation are examined in detail in this section.

The same Gaussian function (eq. 6.1) used to create the weighting funictions

in sections 6.1-6.2 was used to alter only the SECN. In this caSe, the Gaussian

had ant amplitude of 0.2, O was set to the center of tire SECN and the width,

was 2°, which localized the alterations of the SECN and associated shears hut

(lid riot change the location of the shears. This Gaussian was either added to 1

to increase the SECN, or subtracted from 1 to decreased the SECN. The results

were multiplied by the mean fields to produce changes in the SECN with similar
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magnitude to the previous alterations of the iiorthern currents (Figs. 6.12 and

6.13).

Increasiig and decreasing the SECN had similar effects to increasing the cur-

rents north of the equator (Figs. 6.14 and 6.15). The most noticeable differences

between the two cases were in the eigenvalues. Increasing the SECN produced a

fastest growing solution with a short c-folding time of 36 (layS, a ierioi of 28.6

(lays and a wavelength of 1352 km. This is more unstable than the case where all

the currents in the north were iiicreased. Decreasing the SECN I)rodllced a fastest

growing solution that was more stable than the case when all the curreiits in the

north were decreased, increasnlg the c-folding tune to 171 days with an associated

period and wavelength of 30.3 days and 1240 knm. These 20% alterations of the

SECN thus determine whether or not tile solution is essenti ally stable or unstable.

The changes in the stability of the solutions are also reflected in tile meridional

structure of the phase. Increasmg the SECN causes the phase to lag more at

southern latitudes (second panel of Fig. 6.14) compared with the case where all

of the northern currents are increased( econd panel of Fig. 6.9). Decreasing the

SECN has the opposite effect, producing less phase lag at low latitudes (second

panel of Fig. 6.15) compared with tile case when all of the currents are decreased

(second panel of Fig. 6.11). The solutiorl with the decreased SECN also has a

greater amount of the variability in first haroclinic mode (bottom panel of Fig.

6.15) compared witil the case when all tile currents in the north were decreased.

To further investigate its importance to the stability of the solution, tile SECN

was shifted north and south by 0.25°. So as not to alter the latitudirlal structure

of the shear at the same time (except for the latitudinal Silifts), the north side of
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EUC aiid south side of the NECC were broadened or sharpened as required. For

the 0.25° shifts considered here. these effects are small (Figs. 6.16 and 6.17).

The effects of latitudinal shifts if the SECN produced small but not negligible

changes iii the solutions. Shifting tue SECN 0.25° to the north caused the solution

to become more stable, increasing the c-folding time from 68 to 96 days. Shifting

the SECN to the south produced solutions that were somewhat more unstable,

decreasing the c-folding time from 68 to 58 (lays. The period and wavenumber of

the fastest growillg solution change(l by small aiiiouints, increasing to 33 (lays and

1480 kin wilenl the SECN was shifted north an(l (lecreasiilg to 30 (lays aiid 1336

kin when the SECN was shifted south.

As in the other sensitivity studies, the phase lag at low latitudes ciiaiiged when

the solutions became more or less unstable. Shifts to tile south increised the

phase lag (Fig. 6.19), while shifts to the north decreased pilase lag (Fig. 6.18).

The vertical structure of the more stable solutions was represented by a higher

percent of variance in the first baroclinic mode than tue second haroclinic fflO(le,

similar to the case when the SECN was (lecreased . Although latitudinal shifts

of the SECN altered the meridional structure of the phase, there was almost 110

change in the meridional structure of the amplitude.

6.4 Summary of Alteration

Slight alterations to tile current system have been shown to alter the c-folding time,

dispersion characteristics and meridional structure of the mstabilit. Imicreasing or

(lecreasing the SECN by only 20% produced SSH amplitudes ranging from 3 to

5 tinies larger in the north than ill the south, phase lags in SSI-I between the
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north arid tire south ranging froni 0° to 65° and c-folding times ranging from 36

to 171 days (Figs. 6.14 and 6.15). These variations iii the nìeridioiial structure

are coirsistent with the temporal variability of tire latitudinal structure of SSH

in P0CM (section 3.4). Similar changes to all the currents north of the equator

produce smaller changes in tire c-folding time and tire associated variation in the

ineridmnal structure of the SSH (Figs. 6.9 and 6.11). In addition, tire largest

energy transfer occurred on the poleward flank of the SECN (Fig. 5.8).

The stability and meridional structure of tire unstable solutions are thus n1ulch

more sensitive to alterations north of tire equator than to alteration south of the

eqiator. Altering only the SECN produces the same types of variations iii tire

solutions as altering all of tire currents north of tire equator, except with greater

sensitivity. This, combined with tire source of tire energy occurring oIl both flanks

of the SECN, points to the SECN as the nniost important feature in tire Pacific

equatorial current system for determining the structure arid stability of tire solu-

tion.

Tire eigenivalues fronr all of the altered velocity profiles considered here are

sumnlarize(l in Fig. 6.20. The estimated range of unrcertamt of tire wavenumber-

frequency content of TI'\Vs in P(i)CM is sirown by tire box. The case in which the

SECN was inrcreased by 20% lies near the niriddle of tire box. The scatter of tire

solutions in wavenunnber-frequency space is relatively small, with the cases consul-

ered ireme covering ani area only slightly larger than the box that defines the range

of uncertainty of the wavenumber-frequenrc content of TIWs in P0CM. However,

tire stabilities of tire solutions vary widely with c-folding times (proportional to tire

diameters of the circles) rangimrg from effectively stable solutions (tire case wlrere
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the SECN was decreased by 20%) to fast growing instabilities (the case where the

SECN was increased 1w 20%).

In a constantly changing mean environment, the S011itiollS to the appropriate

eigenvalue problem are also constantly changing. Tue sensitivity analyses in this

chapter have shown that, for reasonable variations in the inagiiitude and location of

the mean currents, significant variation in the meridional structure of time solutions

can he expected. This provides for complicated spa.tial arid temporal variations of

the structure of SSH over the course of the TI\V season.
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7 A CLOSER LOOK AT THE INSTABILITY IN THE TWO-MODE

PROJECTION MODEL

It was shown in chapter 5 that the ojie-mode projection niodel produced only

stable solutions in the wavemimber-frequencv regillie of the TI\V variability in

P0CM, while the two-mode projection mode produced unstable solutioIis. In this

chapter, a qualitative explanation for this differeiice is given from consideration of a

siIflphfie(l version of the projection model . Additionally, the latitudinal structure

and dispersion characteristics of the solutions in the 1OW-Wa\TenUnIlber limit are

eXanhille(l.

7.1 The Low-Wavenumber Limit

The unstable solutions obtained from the unaltered current profile iii the two-mode

projection mode were shown to be unstable over a ramige of wavenumbers (see the

top paiiel Fig. 5.3). The growth rate decreases towards zero as the wavenumber

magnitude decreases. The dispersion relation (bottom Panel in Fig. 5.3) shows

the solution splitting at a wavelength of about 2000 km; at longer wavelengths

(smaller wavemimber magnitudes) the solutions are stable.

For the unaltered current profile, the splitting of the dispersion relation occurs

at wavelengths far away from those of the TIWs. However, wheni the WeStWar(1

SECN is reduced (section 6.3), the splitting poiimt in the dispersion relation shifts

to higher wavenumber magnitudes as the maximum mean westward velocity is

decreases (Fig. 7.1). In this case, the wavenumber splitting occurs close to the

wavenunnber region of imiterest for studies of TIWs and the structures of the eigen-

vectors cami be more readily interpreted.
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The meridional structures of the two free modes. which occur at wavenumnbers

smaller then 7.2 x i0 in Fig. 7.1, resemble the meridional structure of the free

mode solutions from tue one-mode projection model (Figs. 7.2 and 7.3). The SSH

structure for the upper branch of the dispersion curve in Fig. 7.1 is shown iii Fig.

7.2. Its amplitude and phase structure are virtually indistinguishable from the

altered first meridional mode Rosshy wave from the one-mode projection model at

the same wa.venumber (Fig. 7.2). Although the addition of second vertical mode

altered the (lispersion relation at higher wavemimber magilitudes, the period of the

1800 km wave remains almost unchanged, as 35.5 days in the one-mode model arid

35.6 days in the two-mode projection model. Additionally, the two-mode solution

is almost wholly vertical mode one (bottom panel of Fig. ??). Because of these

characteristics, the solutions along the upper branch of the dispersion relation for

the two-modle projection model can be interpreted as a vertical mode 1, meridional

mode 1 Rossbv wave (Ml Rossbv wave).

The SSH structure of time solutions along time lower branch of tue (hiSJ)erSiOIl

curve to the right of the split cannot be explained quite as simply as the solutions

along time nipper branch. The 1800 kin wave solution from the upper branch of

the dispersion relation (Fig. 7.3) is nearly identical iii phase and amj)hitlide to

the second meridional mode from the one-mode projection model (Fig. 7.3), with

only slight differences iii amplitude near 5°S. The 43.2 day period of the 1800

km two-mode solution is nearly identical to the 43.8 clay period of the one-mode

projection model. The solution of the two-mode projection model thins appears

to be the vertical niode 1, meridional mode 2 Rossby wave (M2 Rossby wave).

However, the bottom panel in Fig. 7.3 shows that there is an interaction with the
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the two-mflo(le projection model.
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second vertical mode near the equator. This solution cannot therefore he solely

described as a M2 RosSbv wave, and hence will be referred to lie! re as an altered

M2 Rosshy wave.

At tire wavenumbers to the right of the splitting point the M2 Rossh wave

speeds up and begms to interact with the Ml Rosshy wave (Fig. 7.1). At the

point where tire. two solutions coalesce, the Ml Rosshy wave resonates with the

altered M2 R.ossb wave aiid an iristal)ility is formed. For the wavenurnher range

over which there is a single dispersion curve, there are two distmct eigenvalues

that are complex conjugates of each other. These solutions have the same period

arid wavenumber but one has a J)ositiVe growth rate and the other has a negative

growth rate.

7.2 Why does the Two-Mode Projection Model prodrice TIWs and the
One-Mode Projection Mode does not?

Although the one-mode projection model is stable iii the region of dispersion

space where TIWs reside, it does yield mstal)ilities iii other regions of wavenuinber-

frequency space (Fig. 7.4). Hence, the mean fields in both the one-mode arid two-

mode projection models produce unstable solutions and any necessary cofl(hitiolis

for instability, such as a change in the sign in the gradient of potential vorticity,

are met iii both cases.

Compared to the two-mode projection model, the mean currents in the one-

mode projection have little effect on the phase speed of the altered M2 Rossby.

The slower M2 Rossby wave doesn't interact with the Ml Rossby wave in the

TIW wavenumber-frequemicy range. This can be seen in Fig. 7.4. where tire first

doted line bellow the rectangle is the Ml Rossby wave and the second dotted
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Figure 7.4: The dispersion relation for the unaltered current profile in the one-
mode projection mo(lel. The rectangle represents an estimate of TIWs in P0CM.
The (lots represent the eigenvalues, with the location corresponding to the fre-
quencv and wavenurnher. Unstable solutions are plotted as small squares with size
corresponding to the growth rate. The square corresponding to the fastest glowing
unstable wave is filled. Eigenvalues with growth rates less than 1/2000 ilays are
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line bellow the rectangle is the alter M2 Rosshy wave. In the one-mode projection

nlo(lel projection model these lines run parallel and the Ml arid altered M2 R.ossby

waves are unable to resonate to forni the mstabihit as in the case of the two-mode

projection model (see Fig.7.1).
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8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

TIWs are a donnnant feature of monthly SST and SSH vanabilitv in the equa-

tonal Pacific and Atlantic oceans. They appear in i/P SSH data as two bands

of variability centered on 5°N and 5°S with all approximate period of 34 + 2 days

and a wavelength of 1600 ± 150 km which have both annual and illteranllual 1110(1-

ulations. It has been established that TIWs are generated from instabilities in tue

ineridionallv and vertically sheared equatorial current systems. However, (lirect

observations of the equatorial currents have inadequate spatial an(l temporal res-

olutions for use in a linear stability analysis of TI\Vs. This study has therefore

investigated the effects of miieaii currents from the P(I)C M mO(lel. The TIW sig-

natures in P0CM SSH are similar to those found iii T/P: there are two l)all(ls of

variability centered on 5°N and o°S, they have an approximate period of 28 + 2 days

and a wavelength of 1300 + 150 km with both annual and mterannual modulations.

Although there are quantitative differences between the TIWs in P0CM and T/P,

they are similar enough that P0CM can provide insight into the dynamics of TIWs

in the real world.

Tue cross-equatorial phase and amplitude of the SSH signatures of TI\Vs in

P0CM (luring the period of .July 8 to SeptenTher 6 1995 are reproduce(1 in a

linearized model that projects the vertical structure onto the first an(l seCOn(l

barochnic modes. Amplitudes north of the equator are 3 to 5 times larger than

south of the equator, while the phase lag between 5°N and s°S ranges between 00

and 450 These structures, which are similar to those seen in T/P data, have not

been reproduced by previous linearized stability analysis.
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Perhaps surpi'isiigly, two vertical modes are sufficient to (leScrihe the initial

stages of TIWs. it was shown in section 5.4 that the addition of higher modes

(shown for the five-mode projection model) lead to TI\Vs with crOss-e(lllatOrial

structure, wavemmniber-frequeiicv content and vertical structure very similar to

the TI\Vs pro(Iuced b the two-mode projection model. The one-mode )rojec-

tion model however, does not produce an unstable solution in the wavenuinher

frequency regime of observed TIWs .As shown in section 7.1, this is because the

mean currents fail to speed up the M2 Rossby wave when the frist vertical inode

is only considered in time projection of the state variables.

Unexpectedly, changes in the SECN ii the two-mode projection model were

found to have the largest effect on the amplitude of the TIW SSH signal south

of the equator. Decreasing the SECN by 20% increases the amplitude south of

the equator, which increases the equatorial symmetry. Likewise, increasing the

SECN by 20% decreases the equatorial s nunetry. These effects are attributed to

the SECN because alterations of the mean currents south of the equator do not

have a noticeable effect on the latitudinal structure of the TIWs. Reconfirmiiig

previous analyses, the SECN is also shown to have the largest effect on the growth

rate of TIWs in the two-mo(le projection model (chapter 6). Increasing the SECN

causes the growth rate of the TIWs to increase, while decreasing the SECN has

the opposite effect.

Several previous linear stability analyses of TIWs used layer models. Given

a mean current, these linearized layer models have either low vertical resolution

and an arbitrary vertical averaging scheme Ephilander, 1978: McCreary and Y'a,

1992] or very complicated vertical structure [Proehi, 1998]. The projection model
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avoids these problems. By weightiig tue vertical average of tile mean fields by

the vertical eigenfuiictions tile projection model avoids the rleed for am arbitrary

vertical averaging scheme. Tue projection model is also relatively simple, requiring

only two vertical modes to describe TI\Vs .An advantage of tile simple vertical

structure ill tue two-mode projection model is tue easy identification of the two

stable solutioiis (tile first arid second meridional mode Rossby waves) that form

the TIWs in the low-wavenumber limit.

When fully developed, TIWs are noii-hnear [Ken'na'n and Fiarnent, 2000]. As

ill the case of all linearized models, tile assumptions of the projection lIlo(lel are

tiien invalid. The projection model therefore caIlIlot (lescribe tile structure of the

TIWs across the entire Pacific or during all times. It was shown in Chapter 5,

however, that TIWs develop (luring the begirlrling of the 1995-1996 TI\\ season

as an asymmetric and almost completely barotropic illstabilitV. Arlother shared

deficiency of linearized stability arlalyses is tile mleecl for a prescribed mneani current

profile. In practice, the mean current is rlot known or even well (lefluled since tile

background currents evolve comlsiderahly over the curse of a TIW season. The

mneaii cllarlge temporally and spatially due to external forcing an(l are altered

b tue TIWs. The sensitivity of TIWs to moderate changes in the background

currents makes it difficult to identify a domninamlt cross-equatorial structure in the

SSH signatures of TIWs (see chapter 6).

The projection model was only applied here to study TIWs in the Pacific from

P0CM. Other regions, such as the equatorial Atlantic, have yet to l)e explored.

Ultimately, the mean current profiles use(l in the projection model will be obtained

from in situ data, rather than from P0CM. The eigenfllnctions call then be corn-
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J)ared to T/P SSH data. The projeetioli niodel can also be applied to investigate

tue effects of meaii curieiits On stable low-frequency Rossby waves.
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A VERTICAL EIGENFUNCTIONS

A set of vertical eigenfunctions can easily he obtaiiied that Sl)ll the space of the

mean fields aiid state variables, are orthogonal, arid are physically representative

of the vertical structure of the ocean. These eigenfunctions are the solutions to

the general equations of motion, (4.10)- (4.12), with L,, (i'. z) = 0. Physically, they

define the vertical structure of the baroclinic modes in the al)serlce of a mean flow.

The equation that defines tlie vertical eigenvalue problem can be obtained when

equations (4.1)-(4.5) are written in terms of p with U0 = 0 and Po = 90(z). If it

is then assumed that p = '(z)p(i:, y, t). an equation for the vertical (lependeIlce of

can be separated, resulting in

where,

o (1 O'T\ 1
T2) = (A.i)

= the eigenvalue for mode ii

= the eigenfunction for mode ii

The associated equation for p(:i:, ?/, t) reveals that C,, is the haroclinic phiase

speed for mode ri [Pedlosky, 1987]. The eigenfunctions are defined by a repre-

semitative mean density profile p0 (z) which is consistent with the density (lecolilpo-

sition eq. (4.9). In order to solve eq. (A.1), boundary conditions eq. (4.7)
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iiiust be satisfied . Applying (4.5). (4.3) arid tIie assuhliptiori that po(;i/, z) is a

weaki varying function of ;q, boundary (i)llditiOIi (4.7) can 1)e rewritten as,

T=Oatz=Oo.ridz__H (A.2)

where H is the (leptil of the water column.

The solutions , of the Sturmn-Liouville eigeiivalue piobleni eqs. (A. 1) and

(A .2) are orthogonal an(l span tue space subject to their bOumfl(lary COIi(litiOIlS.

Examples of the structure of the first two modes are Shown iii Figs. A. 1 and A.2.
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Mode 1 C=2.6 rn/sec
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Figure A. 1: The first barocirnic vertical eigenfimction used in the projection model.
The phase speed of this mode is 2.6 in/sec.
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Mode 2 C=1.6 rn/sec

\I
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Figure A .2: The second harocimic vertical eigenfunction used iii the projection
model. The phase speed of this mode is 1.6 rn/sec.
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B THE 2-LAYER REDUCED GRAVITY MODEL

A 2-layer, reduced-gravity model is one of tue simplest representations of equa-

tonal dynamics [Gill, 1982]. The model can he expressed by the three equations,

(0 (o 10
(+L'o()3)u.+ = 0 (B.1)

(a
+ + 3yv + g i = 0 (B.2)

(
+ y) i + + v + = 0 (B.3)

where,

1/ = the perturhatioii sea surface height

= the reduced gravity

L0 (q) = the mean flow in the upper layer

IJC) = the upper layer thickness

The equations (B.1)-(B.3) have been linearized about Li0(y) which is in geoStro)phiC

equilibrium with mean layer thickness H(y) and are subject to a rigid lid approxi-

nnation and the Boussiniesq approximation. These equations are further subject to

the boundary conditions:

v = 0, at the northern and southern boundaries (B.4)

If the state variables, u, v and ij are assinnied to be a traveling wave solutions

of the form ei(_t) , then equations (B.1)-(B.3) can be rewritten in matrix form

as:
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.i (I3ii u 'a

-u?1 1 v (B.5)

[J'[J><H(y)k ig'p ( + H(y)) U(y)0k p p

The quantities U, (y), g' and H (j) must he specified in the matrix equation

(B .5). Even if sufficient iiiformation is available al)out the vertical arid horizontal

structure of the velocity and density fields, the definition of U(), g' and H(y) are

nievitablv sul)ject to arbitrary vertical averaging.
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C HIGHER ORDER PROJECTION MODEL

Matrix equation (4.28) can be expanded to conta i iugher order vertical modes.

The method is si nilar to that for oiie mode desc ibed in section 4.2.

Tue set of equations for mode j are obtained by expanding the state variables

in equatioiis (4.10)- (4.12) in terms of , according to (4.14)- (4.16). The results

are llmultiplie(l by i'j and vertically integrated. Modes higher tiieii j are truncated.

The mean fields in turn become:

UW()
f

0)j.)JdZ (C.1)

L1(y)
f

(C.2)

0 3ç(j)(y)

f (C.3)

0 0U() 3Po
f(y)

I-H
\9-3YYJdZ (C.4)

f°J-- (2) (C.5)

Ji () 'j(]Z (C.6)

After applynig the assumptions (4.25), (4.26) and (4.27), the equations of mo-

tiomi can be rewritten iii terms of these mean fields for aim arbitrary number of

vertical modes. The matrix representing the equations for the first two vertical

modes is:



(6I) (H + 
H) 

m = 

(gin) :(n+n) = 

(LT) + 
( 

+ 
i) ) 

z = 

(9TD) = [:V 

(i) :yTi 
= 

(f7T) 
f$ij 'd 

= 

= 

(gi 
= 

(TUD) (f+rj)i.- = rv 

(oTD) 
= 

(6;) = 

(i) ((ML + - 
'id):' 

= 

(LD;) 
= 

Id 

In 

6 I 

l:;(j 
V '9V 9v o 

f I'V 0 V 0 

¶Vf I' I 

Td -y 0 V 

Ill cd1T- V V 

In Q 1y I'I.'- 1y 111, I I- 



(fD) = 

() + (H + 
H) ) 

(I- = 

(D) = 

(i) = 

(oD) (H + 
H) 

(Ill- = 

(6I) = 

= 

(L) = I/v 

(9) = 
'<(1 

:j- = 

(T7I) ((f + - 
fp:)i 

= 

(D) = IJzy 

(tf±r),_ = 

(ig) = H/f 

(oi) - = 

o I 
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D y2 FORMULATION

The buoyancy frequency Y2
.
z) in equation (Al) is computed fromi the integrat

ilig tue thermal wind equation:

NC, z) = x;(z)
f Uzz(y, z)d:i, (D.l)

where NG is the geostrophically balanced buoyancy frequency, }"9 is the south-

em boundary, is the northern boundary, U(y, z) is tue mean l)ackgroulld zonal

velocity and ]'VO is some initial buovanicv frequency. AI is determined such that the

square of time (lifferences between Ac?; and tine square of the buoyancy frequency

determmed from the model salirutv and temperature, N2, are minimized. The

integral

(y2 y2)2 (D.2)

is thus minimized with respect to to Ol)tain a least-squares estimate of N
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E QUASI-GEOSTROPHIC PROJECTION MODEL

Although tlie (uasi-geostrophic (QG) assumptions (10 riot apply at tue equator,

they do provide useful description of the critical surfaces at. low latitudes. In this

appendix, the QG equations are linearized about a mean background current arid

then projected on to the haroclinic eigenifunction ii a nianner similar to that

described in section 4.2. Here we examine the two-mode projection model.

The Q G equations iii a continuously stratified fluid are:

(a Do a Do a (a2 a2'\ a (f02 ao\22)\r2)31 =0 (E.1)

where,

Do
U. (E.2)

Do
(E.3)

P = Pofo (E.4)

If the form of 5 is linearized about a mean 'I (v) and assumed to have a depen-

dance on i arid t of the form then equation (E.1) beconries:

a2

[a2

2°( z) (2
auO(Yz))] 6(z) = 0 (E.5)

where ) is now dependent only on y and z with Uo(y) = and c =
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(+J'_)

= (E.9)

In regions where there are critical layers, = c. Similarly, the coupled

equations representinig the second vertical nnO(le produce a critical layer defined by,

(1) r(1)

22 + 12 = c. Tins siniplified description of the critical layers in the fluid provl(IeS

useful insight into the maximum phase speed of the instabilities ni a two-mode

projection model.




